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I . INTRODUCT I ON

This report summarizes our research on AFOSR Grant DAAG29
76 C 0124 , which was active during the period 26 Jan . 1976 - 2S Jan.
1979. During th i s  period , we st u d i e d  sev e r a l  a sp ec t s  o f reso n a n t
electrrrnic to v ib ra t iona l  (E-’V) energy t r a n s f e r  processes. We
developed a number of infrared molecular lasers pumped via these
state specific processes , and we measured the energy transfer cross
sections relevant to these systems . These results are described in
detail in the chapters which follow .

In genera l, the research went well during the grant period. ~eencountered no obstacles which we were not able to overcome , and
productivity was rather constant. Technologically, our greatest
accomplishment was with the E+V pumped lasers; the greatest potential
being with the Br *~CO2 system. This has been recommended by people
both here and in the Soviet Union as a strong candidate for a solar
pumped laser. Scientifically, we advanced the scientific community ’s
knowledge of EiV processes substantially. Measuring absolute E-’V
cross sections and their temperature dependence was perhaps the most
valuable contribution here , since simple quenching rate coefficients
indicate little about the  mechanisms of energy transfer. Fortunately,
our data have beer~ sys tema t i c a l l y  compUed for publication during the
past three years and are presented and discussed in detail in the
following chapters. r

a
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•~ I. ‘Electronic.toavlbrational pumped CO2 laser operating at 4.3,
10.6, and 14.1 Lm*

Man B. P.tcrsin and Curt Wlthg
Dupu.rnw*s ef ~kctflcgl g wensg. Unive.ney of Soathe.n Cal(ftwuiu t !.anrnii~ Pu’A. Las As~geks.
C~Ø.eb 90007

S*SçIh.n R. LeOn.
ca....~,,, Depsnnwiu. UniwrsUy c(Soitthern C.*vw.o. U.Aeenuy PV*. Los I.sg.~es C.IIftONI. 90007
(*smsi’sd 20 October 1975)

A pishud CO, heir is d cribed ~ which the pumping mechanism is elsctronac Io.vtbra*ionai energy
Su mter born biomine atoms in t&e 4’P, s late. Obsesvation of stimulated emission in CO, gives detaded
infarinstion on the spcciflcily g( the E-V pro..eia. The laser operstes on 11w usual IO~un transitions. as
nil as two new wavalengibs N ICIIS nest 4.3 and 14.1 ~sm Pulse energies 112 mJ at 10.6 lies have been

-
‘ obtained by fleih phoiolynng ~~ Toer of a %~~~ misturt of B~, and CO,. ExIetu ion of Ibis laser system to
• high.piensute se~led.olT operation is discussed.

PAGI anmbert 42 60.C

i. INTROOUCTION E-V systems Involving other molecules may yseld
similar detailed information.In a recent publlcat*o& the authors reported the de-

velopment of a number of molecular Lasers using elec* 
~ EXPERIMENTALtronic-to-vibrational (E .V) energy transfer as a pump-

ing mechanism. ElectronIcally excited bromine atoms The experimenta l apparatus is shown schematIcally
In the 4’P1, state , referred to here as 8r , were used In Fig. 1. It consists of a quartz laser tube and fLash-
to selectIvely excite vibrational states In molecules , lamp, a glass vacuum system , and the appropriate in-
thereby producing the requisite population Inversions . frared optical components and detection equipment.
We have now undertaken a more detailed study of one The vacuum sys tem is of a conventiona l nature , con-of these E-V lasers, the Br ’-CO, laser. st ructed of Pyrex and employing a single liquid-nitrogen

The Laser sys tem described below is based on the trap and mechanical pump . Pressure ts measured with rfollowing processes: mercury and oil manometers and a thermocouple gauge .
Oil manometers are made with Dow Corntn~ 704 ftllconeBr 3~ Br +8r , ti) 
oil. A column of this oil is also maintained at the top of

Br ’ +CO,— Br +C0 +AE , (2) the mercury manometers to inhibit reaction of the
mercury with Br ,. The thermocoupLe gauge is clotted

In addition to the various vIbration-vibration (V-V) off from the system when corrosive gases are present.
energy-exchange processes that foLLow process (2). Vacuum of a few urn Hg are obtained routinely. Since
Process (1) proceeds by conventional flash photolysis , bromine vapor attacks organic vacuum greases , perma-
leaving the CO, essentially unaffected. Process (2) is nent joints are made with black wax , while non’,erma-
the near-resonant E-V step. The symbol t denotes nent joints and stopcocks are greased with a fluorinated
vibrational excita tion. The energy of Br’ Is 3685 cm~ compound, DuPont KRYTOX 240 AC. The black .wax is
and CO, Is excited to a vibrational state of comparable
energy. The over-aLL rate constant (or process (2) Is
known to be quite Large’ and is sufficiently fast and
specific to generate population inversions and stimulated I~~c~~si s~s rtMjemission on a variety of vibrational-rotationaL Iransi- F

- Ltions in CO,. In particular, we have obtained laser 
~ue( 

._.�.A
I. {IIII1111 }.V

~.
PL

,:::..J______ .• action at 4.3, 10.6, and 14.1 urn. Lasing at 4.3 urn has

however, this occurs on the (10°2)-(10°l) and (02°2)-
been observed previously In Q—switched CO, lasers; r ~LAS ~ L 4MP

(02°l) bands.’ SImulated emission on the (1~~1)-(l~ 0)band of CO, has recently been observed by optical pump- b~~~ J ~~ i
ing of the uppe r Level with a pa rametric Oscillator. 3 To
our knowledge , the 14. i -urn  transition has not been capaclioR ~~ TO L_jseen previously in stimulated emission. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

C PCBy observing these laser transitions , we have deter- 
S 00kG _______

mined that the (l0°I) and perhaps the (02°1) state re- L~~~LJ
ceive a large traction of the Br ’ excitation energy. This
Information was unavailable from previous fluorescence
measurements. Observation pf stimulated emission in FIG. I . Schemat ic dts ~gram of e~pertmenI ~ t appnratus .

lOll Journal of A~gli,d Ph~,ii~t. Vol. 47 . No. 3 . March 1976 Copyright C’ 1975 American Inst’tute ol PP,yncs 1051
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unaffected by Br , in moderate concentrations. Corrosive either of the CO, Laser transitions can be suppressed.
and toxic gases are condensed in the LN~ trap and vented The Laser beam is sent through a 0 . 25 -rn Jarrell-Aahto a fume hood per iodically. spectrometer equipped with a 50-liner mm grating blazed

Chemicals are purif ied in the foLlowing manner. at 10 um . The output of the spectrometer is viewed
Liquid bromine is repeatedly degassed at 77 ‘K, then simultaneously by a Ge : Cu detector and a Ge : Au detee.
distilled from trap to trap. Helium is passed through a tor. The spectrometer can be removed fron t the system
trap at 77 ’K and CO, is passed through a trap at 180 IC. and .1 set of interference fiLters used In its place.

The laser tube and flashlamp are Illustrated In Fig. A simplified energy-LeveL diagram of the Br ’ : CO,
2. Both Items are constructed of quartz tubing. The systeisi is shown in Fig. 3. We have investigated this
Laser tube is 20 mm t.d. with ac t ive Length 150 cm. A system over a wide range of conditions , including laser
2-mm-thick annular region around the tube contains an gas composition and pressure , optical-cavity configura.
organic dye solution, while lasIni gas mixtures fill the tion , and flashlamp input. The traditional 10. 4-am
central section . The ends of the tube are fitted with band in CO, has been found to lase under almost all con -
0-ring joints and Viton O-rtng~. Various devices can be ditions , with varying strength and time behavior. :
mated to these joints , as described below. The flash- Oscillation generally occurred near 945 cm ’ in the P
tube is 18 mm i .d . with arc Length 150 cm . Argon flows branch of the 1O.4 -um band . The maximum Laser pulse
through the lamp at a pressure of 30 Torr. Typical dis - energy obtained in this manner was 112 mJ in a pulse
charge energies are 3500 3. The phototysts (lash has a about tO ~ssec wide beginning 8 usec alter the onset of
rise time of 5 usec and half-width of 40 usec. The the ph-otolysis flash. Conditions were as follows: a cavi-
flashlamp and laser tube are mounted parallel to one ty composed of a gold-coated total reflector (R 10 m)
another , separated by 4 cm and optically coupled with and a flat AR-coated dielectric mirror (85~ R at 10.6
aluminum foil. kim); and a laser tube filled with a I : I mixture of Br ,

and CO,. total pressure 80 Torr. Pulse energies wereMolecular bromine has a strong continuous absorption
not very sensitive to gas pressure. Maintaining B, , andfrom the near ultraviolet through the green portion of

the spectrum , resulting in dissociation . 4 Photolysis in CO~ in the same proportions , total pressure could be
increased to 120 Torr with only a smaLl Loss in outputthe region 450s ,~ 530 nm results in equal amounts of energy . Although we have made no at tempt at wave lengthexcited - and ground-state atoms. ’ In orde r to improte selection , it should be possible to obtain s imi lar  ener-the effectiveness of the flashlamp In producing Br ’. the gies throughout the 9 .4 -  and I O .4 - u m  bands .laser tvbe is surrounded by a 2 ~ W’ti  solution of

7 -dtethytamtno . 4-atethyt cournarta dye. This dye When using gas mixtures more dilute in CO. , stimu-
tr ansni~ts light of the desired wavelength and absorbs lated em ission at 4 .3  ~nt was observed . This oscUl3t i~~shorter wavelengths, fluorescing in the region near is also quite pers istent over a more restricted range of
480 nm . ’ Thus the lamp outpu t over the range 330~ \ conditions. In fact , this  transition due to CO~ has been

530 nat is usefu l in producing Br ’, approximately observed in gas m i x e s  containing Br~ and OCS, with
doubling its effectiveness. In practice , we have found as an impur it y .  The 4.3 -i .~m oscillation occurs near
this effect reflected In the laser output, since use of a
freshly prepared dye solution results in .1 CO3 laser
sIgnal approximately twice that obtainable without the . -

dye. The dye solution tends to degrade with repeated
irradiation and must be replenished frequently. Gas in

C out
As previously indicated, the construction of the laser 0-Ring ! D~ 0-Ring Joint —

Jointallows for considerable flexibili ty. When measuring

of the main laser tube are sealed with KCI windows 
. -

~~~~~ 

- 
-,

energy of the 4.3- and 10. 6-u rn output pulses , the ends ________

mounted at Brewster ’s angle , as in flg. 2 . Mirrors are 
~~~~~ r I nindon

either dielectric or gold coated and separated by 190
• cm. Output coupling is th rough the dielectric mirror or I~i) Dye in

with an intracavity beamspiitter. Energy measurements
are performed by focusing the beam into a thermopi le , (~O5 iflp~ t
either a Hadron ModeL 99 or Model 100. ‘~~ Ad~ust ment~ KCl~~~~ ow

When investigating the more detailed behavior of the ______

4.3-  and I4. 1-~ m transitions, one end of th e laser is
sealed with a Brewster window as before. Laser output
is coupled through a 0.5-mm hole in a goLd~coated
mirror (R = 10 nil. At the other end, an m n t raeavi t v  — S.S. Bellowi
absorption cell Is employed . .iS shown in V .  ~~ . The 

~
‘ 0—R ing ~o,n ’

cell is constructed of Pyrex and stainless ste e l.  V.~cuun i
seals are made with rubbe r 0 r ings or bl.~ck wax. This
device allows evaeuat ion of a ‘epai’;IIL’ let:Ii’Il . ~ I-it . ~~. i i ~~~- ir ~ 1.i~cr tulit’ ~ it~i ‘v  :Ic~~t-t .uiil ~~~~ ~tt ’r—long, between the Brewster window and the m i r r or  DV w .i,I \% end ‘Ii’~’(~~~. tl’l lntracavit~ • iIi~~r tmen cell wit h ntcrr .~!
Introducin g a few Torr of cer Eti n mises into  this re~ ien . ‘ ir r  ‘r -n~’t : i t .

1052 J. Apol . PP’ys, Vol. 47 , No 3. March 1976 3 Petersen. Witti g , end Leone io~
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1’ • 
CO~l. 10 1) *C01(000 ) CO~(I00) •CO~(00l) , (3)

(l Oll C — V  Br’ 
CO 1021) ‘~CO (0~.)0 i ... CO~t O l 1 )  + CO~(0 10) , (4 )

. $ m  and
— N

~ 
(021) )

(Oil ) CO ( O i l )  1.CO~(000) _. C04(001) ~ CO:(Ol0 ) , ( 5 )300C —

Laser emission at 14. 1 urn was also observed in

are known to proceed rapid ly.

25U — 
4.3km (0~~) di lute ~O4 mixtures.  This transit ion , near 711 cm ’tm has~/ been assigned to the Q branch of the il0~l) - ( 0 l ’l )  band .

::~ — ) The opt ln ’uni gas fill was 5 Torr , containing 0.5 Torr
Br 3, 0. 15 Torr CO,, and the balance He. Laser outputZ usually occurred as a 4-usec-wide pulse , 20 usec af ter

‘
1100) well in o~~Ical cavities composed of externally mounted

— the onset of photolysis. The 14. I - u r n  trans ition lased

gold-coa t ed reflectors using hole coupling . No Lastng
00< - was observed when a dielectric mirror (9O~ R at 14. 1

un i )  was used as an output coupler, We were unable to(010)
make an energy measurement . However , by comparing

SOC — 4.3- amid 14.1 urn signals on the Ge:Cu detecto r , we
estimate the l4 . 1-u m  energy to be a few ~J .

c Since the 4 .3-  and 1 4. l -u m  transitions may share the
same upper state and thus compete for the same inver-
sion , we investigated the interaction of these two sii~-FIG. 3, Simpl Ified energy-level d(ait ram of the flr -C0 nals . With the intracavity absorption cell in place andsystem show in g E-V energy-U-anster path and laser evacuated , and employing a gas mixture between theu anslttons.
optima for ~~~~ . 1 and 4 .3  urn , we observed stimulated
emission at both of these wavelengths , as well as at
10.6 urn .  Four Torr of CO, in the absorption cell
suppressed the 4.3-urn  emission , caus ing a sizeable

2304 cm ’t and we have assigned it to the r branch of Increase in the 14. l-~~ni signal. Filling the cell with
either the (10°l ) -(lO” O) or (02°1)-(02~O) band . 10 Torr of HCN and 60 Torr of a ir  stopped oscillation

We performed a simple experiment to ilciernune the .it 14. 1 urn • with no noticeable effect on the 4 . 3 — .. m u
lower state of this transit ion , using an extrac avity ab- signal. HCN absorbs very strongly in the region 790 ~ t’

640 cm ’, but addition of air  was necessary to broadensorption cell containing CO~. The degree of absorption
the rotationa l components and completely block thein this cell , combined with know ledge of approximate
14. 1 -urn  oscillation. Laslng at 10.6 um appeared t~ beband strengths and other data , was sufficient to elimi-
unaffected when either of the other tr ansitions wasnate the ( O l u l ) _ ( O I b O )  band as .i possible assignment .
suppressed .Temperature dependence of the absorption indicated a

lower-state energy near 1300 cm ” . However , the accu- These results are consistent with the relative caergv
racy of the experiment was not sufficient to determine measurements at 4 .3  and 14. 1 ~.rn. It appears that the
the stat. exactly . A transition between the 10”l) and 4.3- Am line , having a larger transition moment , re-
(02*0) states was ruled out because Its band center would quires a lower threshohi Inversion. ’ ‘I ns is i~ iportant
lie too far awa y from the observed frequency. Using the since the pumping rate of the ( lO° l )  state , although
constants given by Herzberg , ’ we calculate this to be rapid, is still slower than nonradiative decay r3tes suchL 2361 cm ’i . A precise wavelength measurement of the .is process (3) 1 . 1 For this reason , relatively little

• 4 .3 - urn  transition should make possible a definite eneruv can be stored in the (10~1) state. This rapid In-
assignment. tramolecular decay tend s to populate the very lon4 lived

The strongest laser output at 4.3 urn was -0. 1 mJ. (0011 st a te , making the L O . 4 -u m  band a more efficient
way to extract radiation from the gas.This outpu t pulse was gene raLly 5 usec wide , occurring -

between 10 and 15 usec afte r the onset of the pho tolysis
flash. An equal amount of ener gy could also be dete cted III .  DISCUSSION
at 10. 6 urn under these conditions . These results wer e 

~~ se m-~.ition of a laser transit ion with the tl0 ’1 ’ stateobtained with an optical cavity composed of two gold- as its  uppe r level conf irms our previ ous I~elie! tha t  t~~i’~coated mirrors (R 2 . 6  mu and R - ) and .i Zn5 ’ be am— state is a major r ecipi ent  of the L1r enem ’~.v . The 1 0 1splItter providing output coupling of about 3d , . The gas an~I (m i ~ ’l states in CO. .1 re Fe r im resena~ t .ii~d, ~i~~emixture contained 4 Toi- r Br~. 4 Torr He.  and 0. i~3 
the ~1tY 10) and (02 0I state” , ar t ’  ex’ ected ~oTorr ~~~~ Gas fills containing more th an t~. 1 T. ir r CO: rainit co l l i s ion — iinlueed energy — ‘ti . i r in . ~ pr ’c~~~t ’swould not lase at 4 .3  u rn. We at t r ibut e  t 1ns e f f e c t  to such .i’~depop ulation of the uppe r laser level t’v ui t ramo (ccular

V-V ene r gy transfer.  Processes ~uch ac CO 1’~’1) ~ .‘ CO ~~ ‘ l~ ‘!.

106.3 J. Apgl . Phyi., Vol. 47 , r~lo, 3, M.irch 1976 4 Prte,wn Wit1 ,~ 3151 L,s’ne ‘~~c3
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F • Ftnz i , 3 however , has concluded that the rate for process Photolysis of !Br also produces 8r and , since the(6) can be signifIcantly slowe r than that for process (3), absorption coefficient of IBr is greater than Br a, ’ thi s
even with a larg, excess of inert gas such as argon . may result in a net improvement . In our experiments ,

the t02’l) sta te is populated directly by E-V transfe r , producing CO1 stimulated emission as comparable
Furthe r Investigation will be requIred to determine it 1Br-CO~ mixtures have been at least as eflective in

and , if not, the degree of its excitation via process (2) Br 2 -C02 mixtures, However , lBr has the disadv antage
followed by process (6). In any case, it is UkeLy that of Low vapor pressure ~5 Torr) at room temperature.
excita tion of these slates , followed by rela xation such

Finally, observation of sumutated emission on theas processes (3)— (5), ~s the dominant mechanism in ( lO ’ l) - ( Ol ’ l )  transition suggests the analogous y-branchpopulating the (00u 2 ) state. 
transition (02°t)-(O1 ’l) at 607 cm ’t (16. 5 ~.imn). A laser

Our Br -C01 results , to date , suggest a number of source in this region of the spectru m is of interest for
device applIcations . Since phototysts light requires such applications as isotope separation. By suppressing
several passes through the gas m~,xture to be completely the 71 1 -cm ” osclUation it may be possible to induce
absorbed , a CO, lase r wi th inherently homogeneous lasing at this frequency. Although our initia l attempts
excita tion of the gain medium c1I~i be censtructel . Such to do this have been unsuccessful, this point m ’~ worth
a device might employ a flashlamp conceatric with the pursu ing.
laser medium and be usefu l where transverse mode
pur ity is important. ACKNOWLE DGMENT
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. ~~~1See , (or example , II. J. Kostkows~ m and L. 13. Lii .L~n , J.therefo re , of a high-pressure sealed-off laser. Using Ch etu . Phv~. 26 , 1~~52 l1 ’357) ; 13, E. ti ureh , f l . . \ . ~~~~~~~ -ta k ,var ious isotopic species of CO.  such a device might and 13. W i l l i ams , .ippl . Opt. 1, 7 9  I 1~ It~~) .  It ts s~~.iincdprovide optical gain and continuou s tuning over many that a tr ansition beincen combinat ion stales Li .  ~‘ - ,  • 11111
cmii ( I OU ) ) has ai ;pr oximuat civ the same i s c i iL t to r  ~~~~~~~~ ~i~~~he

i i ,n damenta l  t ra ns i t io n  In vo lv ini f the ~1me C~~ifl. The avai labi l i t y  of m ’e lat ivei v simple laser sources t mo nal quanta ( i . e .  .
at new CO, wavelengths may be of impo r tance by itself , ‘K . Wc’,l z .tnd G . i~’ynn , A; mal R~’t ’i, ”-  if Pi n ‘o - :! C : .~ , is-
in ~iiactiostic expe r~ments . for instance. Both the 4. 3— ~~~ 

, edited l,v II .  Li m’~n i~ (.\ mut u al  llcvu’ws , Icc. , t’ . t o ~~to .
Calif. . 1974) , Vol . ~5. p. ~~i7 ,.t nd 14 . 1 — ..rn trans ition s ar e sensitive to pumping rate l~~) IIt ,sa~~ and If .  3. L ) ’ n t j n , ~LIm m:c~ ii; •~ - .i5,5 t -and thus Br production rate. A flashlamp with a faster edited 1w J .N .  I’t~ts (\\ (ev , New \~‘r~~. 1.~~1l~ ‘. ‘1 . ~~. ‘. 1 .rise t ime and more eff icient  use of the photolvsis light lm 1~ J, ~~~~~ -in i i i  I i , !l s,,, n , rr I1~. ~

- ii ’ i~ ii . 4should improve performance at these wavelengths. ~~~5 %196 ~4.
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I II. H20, NO, and N20 Infrared lasers pumped directly and
Indirectly by electronlc.vibratlonal energy transfer*

A. B. Petersen, L. W. Braverman, and C. Witt ig
D,p.n.~ens of Ei.cmr.csi £iugüwerusg, U*ieenuy of Southern California . Uiuseriny P ork. Lot Angeles.
CSSIfrIIUU ~~~7
(~ .caved $ Ma,vh l976~ is r~ i fueni 4 June 1976)

Pithed ia*ved molecular laisri ate raponcd in which pumping is via C brntionaj anergy
transfer from Br(4’?,,,) H~O and P40 • arc pumped directly by i. V transfer and operate on a vsmly
of tesomuona not praulisuly wan in stimulated emission. The N~O laser operatra mimi 10.9 ~tm and ii
pumped by a two step procom urt pFvins L- V transfer to an intermediate molecule and subsequent V. V
transfer from that isolatul. to N10. This latter technique utm~ the ap$icabihty of E. V pumping so - 

-

moleculs which do not stersct.jlirectiy with the elecuonically cicteed specim.

PA~~ aumbcn~ 42.hO.Cz, $2.20.Rp 34.50. — s

Electronic-vibratIonal (E-V) energy transfer is cur- with an active length of 150 cm , is surrounded by a 2-
rently beIng I nvestigated in the authors ’s laboratory as mm annular region containing an appropriat e dye solu-
a means of pumping Ic molecular lasers. Previous tion . The ends of the tube are fitted with Kar or KC 1publicationst” have reported work on lasers pumped Brewster windows . The center portion of the tube is
by B-V tra nsfer from Br(45P~,,), hereafter referred to tilled with a static gas mixture prepared In a conven-
as 9r , to the molecules CC),, N,0, HCN , and C,H,. tlonal Pyrex vacuum system. These mixtures , contain-
We have now obtained stImulated emission from H10 ing Br~ and other species , are photol yzed with a linear
and NO, where excitation is again derived by direct quartz fl ashlam p 150 cm in length and mounted adjacent
B-V transfer from 8 r.  Most of the observed laser to the laser tube . The combination of flashlamp and dye
transitIons In these molecules have not been previously Solution results In the efficient production of photolysis
reported . In addition , we have demonstrated an exten- light in the spectral region near 490 nm , where Br~slon of the B-V pumping process , a type of “sensitiza- dissociates to form equal amounts of Br and Br , 3 In
tion”, whereby populatIon inversion Is obtained by most cases, the other molecular species in the gas mix

L 

sequential F-V and V- V transfers Involving an Inter- are unaffected by the photolysis Light . Gold-coated or di-
mediate molecule. This technique has been applied to electric mirrors are mounted at botl end s of the laser
the Br -N,O system and should make laser action pos- tube to form an optical cavity. The second laser device
sible in molecular systems where direct F-V excitation Is a triaxial arrangement similar to that found in a high-
does not result in population Inversion, energy flashlamp-pu m ped dye laser. 4 The oute r 0.7-nun

annulus of this device is the flashlamp, the int ermediat eThe F-V process proceeds as foLlows: 
2-mm annuius contains a flowing dye solution , and the

8r + (molecule A) ~) Br + (molecule A) ’ + ~ E1, (1)
where t denotes vibrational excitation. In instances TABLE 1. Laser trans itions observed using E-V pumping .where k~ is large , and vibrational excitation appears in Tentative assignments for some of the 11.0 tr ansit ions area mode-specific manne r , population Inversions can re- gwen . NO and N 30 oscillate on various v ,br atiun-rutatio ,t lines
suit. This mechanism is ope rative in the Br -N0 and of the bands indicated .
Br -H,O laser systems, as well as the laser systems 

Transttio,’1we have described previously. ~ When k~ does not meet Laser species (Mm) (cm’l Assignmentthese criteria a second molecuLe can be Introduced to
H.Ob 7. i 93 l410• (02n —loto 2 —3..act as an intermediate: 

7 204 1388 (0 20 )— f Ob ) 3_ 4
Br + (molecule B) Br + (molecule B)’ + i~F3, (2) 

7.297 1J71 (020 1—1010) 3,_I ,(molecule B)’ + (molecule A) ~ 7 . 3 90 1353
7.42 5 1347 1020) -to lD) 4~—3,(molecule B) + (molecule A)’ + AZ,. (3) 7.453 1342
7.543 1326It Is possible to select molecule B such that both pro- 7.590 1317’cesses (2) and (3) are fast and specIfIc. Population in- 7.709 1297’ (020)-(0 1o) os~7y

versions in molecule A are generated in this manner. 7.740 1292 1020)-tolD) 64 -74W. have applied this principle to cases where mole- 16.9 591’
cule A is N,0 and molecule B is either HCI or CO1. A NO — 5.5  1817 (2 , 1) band , P branch
list of laser tra nsitions observed In the E-V—purnped N,O -‘10.9 920 (00 1)-(l00) band, PH,O, NO, and N,O systems Is given in Table I. branch

The general experimental technique has been de- ‘Accurai ~, is * 1 cm ’scribed in Ref. 2. In the work reported herE , two dis- t Transjttons marked with an asterisk oscillat e only (a a non-tlnct laser confi guration. have Deen used . In the first frequency selective cavity, the other transitions t~sciL1atc ’device a quartz laser tube , 20 mm In insIde diameter only in a frequency selective cavity.
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a
tra nsition is near resonant with , and perturbed by,
rotational states in (100) and (001). The respective4004 

~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~
—

~
- amounts of stretchi ng and bending excitation impa rted

ç -~~j to H,O vis reaction ( 1) is an open question. Separate
~LAS(~ experiments which will answer this question are in
I 7 -8 ..~~ preparation is’. our laboratory.

Photolysis of gas mixtures containing Br ,, NO , and
He produces stimulated emission near 5. 5 j.im. A
vibrational -energy-level diag ram of the Br’-NO laser
system appears in Fig. 1. St rongest laser output oc-- - - —
curs with a gas mix composed of 50~ Br ,, 45~ He , andFIG. 1. Energy-level diagram for the Br’-NO and Br’-H 20 5% NO , at a total pressure of 5 Torr in the 150-cmlaser systems. 
device and 20 Torr in the 48-cm device. Lasing occurs

cent ral 13-msn -diarn section comtains the Easing ~~~ 
in a pulse ‘ l  ~.tsec wide , slightly after the peak of the - -

mixture. The active length is 48 cm. The ends of the photolysis flash. Lasing occurs near 1817 crn t , with
device are fitted with BaF, Brewster windows . The the precise frequency varying from pulse to pulse. This
fba.shlamp is driven by a commercial 400-J Marx bank makes accurate frequency measurements difficult .
(Phase R Co.). This flashlamp baa a short rise time However , the mean value , 1817 cm t , corresponds
(0.5 usec) and is more effective in producing laser roughly to the center of the P branch of the NO(2 , 1) - -

oscillation In molecular systems where rapid vibration- band . We have established , by other means , that basing
xi ene rgy Lansfe r acts to degrade the specificity of is indeed occurring on the (2 , 1) band as a result of E-V
process (1). In addition , the flashlamp-driver combina - excitation. Using the same technique employed in the
Lion can be operated at 1 Hz , allowing for convenient Br’ -H,O system , we estimate gain in the 48-cm device
tuning of the laser transitions by means of a~i intracavity at 5% per pass. Output pulse energies from the Br’ -

grating . Stimulated emission from either device is NO laser were somewhat less than those obtained from
sent through interferenc e filters and a 0.25-ni mono - the Br ’-H ,O system .
chrometer , where it is detected by either a Ge:Au or The details of the NO Laser are complex. and con-
Ge:Cu detector. siderable effort has been devoted to determining the

Gas mixtures contai ning Br ,, H,O, and He produce baser species , the laser transitions , and the pu m ping
laser emission at a variety of wavelengths in the 7— 8- mechanism(s) . The mai n complication arises from the
urn region and at 16.9 urn as listed in Table I . Typi- fact that Br , and NO react spontaneously to form NOBr
cally, mixtures are composed of 50% Br , and from ~~ when allowed to come to equilibrium in the presence of
to 50% 11,0, at total pressures of 5—25 Torr. The room light. Such a mixture , when put in the laser tube ,
transitions marked with asterisks iase in a non-frequen- do’s ,,o~ lase on the first photolysis flash , but docc

cy-selective cavity at the lower 11,0 concentrations . In lase on subsequent flashes. We attribute this behavior
the non-frequency-selective cavity the three shortest to the photolytlc production of a large density of Br
wavelength lines iase first, begInning at about the ~~ atoms , which undergo the following reaction’:
of the photolysls flash and basting 1—2 usec. The Br ~

- N OBr— NO + Br,. (4)transitions at 1297 and 1317 cm ’ begin lasing imme-
diately thereafter and have a du ration of 5—10 usec. Thus , the effect of the first photolysis flash is to re-
AL higher 11,0 concentrations and higher flashlamp generate a portion of the original NO. Nitric oxide and
energies these two become dominant , the other three molecular bromine form a stable mixture once inside
decrease in intensity, and the line at 16.9 urn appears. the laser tube , since room light is excluded by an en-
Using a gas mixture of 50% Br,, 10% 11,0, and 40% closure. Our hypothesis is further suppo rted by the
He , at a total pressure of 20 Torr , we have observed fact that identical 10:1:10 mIxtures of Br ,, NO, and
separately each of the listed transitions between 7 and He , when prepared with the room lights off , base on
8 urn. These results were obtained using the 48-cm the first flash , as well as subsequent flashes.
device with an int racavity grating. The BaF, Brewster
windows prevent lasing beyond 9 urn . By introducIng Previously, NO has been observed to lase on vib ra-
optical components of known loss into the cavity , we tional transitions following flash photolysis of NOCI.”
estimate the round-trIp gai n of the five persistent lines Onl y laser transitions in the (6 , 5) and higher bands
at 20—30% per pass. Using a pyroelectrlc detector , we have been reported. Basco and Nornsh’ have shown
estimate the combined energy of the five strongest that vibrational excitation of the NO fragment can re -
lines at ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ uJ. suit from photodissociation of NOd and NOBr. How-

ever , very little photolysis and no vibrational excita-
A partial energy level diagram of the Br’-H ,O system tion occur when photolysts light is limited to ~ >300 nm .

is given in Fig. 1. TentatIve assignments in the (020)- In our device , absorption by the dye solution restricts
(010) band have been made for severa l of the 11,0 the tight to \ ‘450 nm , and photodlssociation of MOSt is
transitions. Definite assignments for all the lines will unimportant in the production of vibrat lonally excited
require further experiments and more precise wave - NO, To fu rther establish that E-V excitation of NO is
length measurements. It appears that the strongest of the Laser pumping mechanism , gas mixtures of 4 Tort
the transitions , at 1297 cm ’, is the same one previous - He and 0. 2 Torr NOB r or 0.2 Torr NOCI were photo-
ly observed in FIR H,O lasersc ’ The uppe r level of this lyzed . Experimental conditions were maintained the
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- studies have show n that more than one quantum can be
c- efiicienllv excited by E-V exchange for the cases Br’

~ CO, ~“ and 1’ + HF . ” It will be interesting to study
~ 3000.. E - V transfer from I’ to NO. Th*s process is near

— - \

~~~~~~

c

~~~~ 

iesuna nt for ar 4 , and quenching of I’ by NO is also

L rapid. ” Quenching of Br’ by 0, is efficient , ” and it may
he that the paramagnetic nature of NO and 0, is impor -

~~rther experiments will be required to resolve these

~~~~~~~ 1 tant In quenching spin-orbit states such as Br’ and I’.

and other questions .

Our resu ts are also of technological significance ,FIG. 2. SimplIfied energy-level dtag am of the Br ’-N,O laser since the Br ’ -H ,O laser represents the first simpley~ .m . ~~~~~ transfer p~~ceases ire sho~~ , which are tm- LIne tunable laser source operating between 7 and 8 urn.portast in the indirect pumping of N~O via HCI or CO~ The dense vibration-rotation spectrum of 11,0 in this4

region suggests that greater tunabil i ty is possible.
same as in previous experiments , but these mixtures . E - V  excitation of H,O may also generate population in-
containing no excess of Br ,, did not lase. Referring to versions on the FIR 11,0 laser transitions .
Fig. 1, it can be seen that NO(r = 2) and Br’ are very Stimulated emission fro m NO in the Br ’ -NO systemclose In energy, while the ene rgy of NO(~’ = 3) will lie is rather weak . Processes such asalmost 1900 cm~ above Br’. For this reason , E-V
excitation of NO by Br’ can only be signi ficant for r’~~2. NO(r ’ = 2) -~ NO(t’ 0 ) — 2  NO( , = 1) — 28 cm~ (5) 4
Since the 5.5-Mm stimulated emission from our device andshows no apprec iable attenu ation , when passed through
a 4 -cm long cell containing 6 Torr of NO , we conclude NO(i’ 1) + NO(r 0)— 2 NO(i’ = 0) ~- 1876 cm~ (6)
that lacing is occurring on the (2 . 1) band. are very rapid~ and it is probable that kinetic processes

Earlier experiments with N,0 have shown that di- involving NO will limit this system to low-pressure
rect E-V t ransfer fro m Br ’ to N,0 results in a small bow-power ope ration. Nevertheless , an NO laser oper-• amou nt of optical gain , ‘O.OO L cm ’, on the usual (001)- ating on the (2 , 1) band may be a usefu l probe for vibra-
(100) laser transitions. Using the 150-cm device , we tionally excited NO.
have been unable to obtai n laser oscillation using gas FThe sensitization technique , particularly utilizing amixes that contain only Br ,, N,O, and a buffer.  How- diatomic such as HCI , further increases the generalityever , by combining Br ,, CO,. and N,O we obtai n stimu- of E -V transfer as a laser pumping mechanism. Usinglated emission from both CO, and N,0. As shown ~ this technique , it should be possible to obtain stimulatedFIg. 2 , E-V transfer selective ly excites the ti~ mode emission from a variet y of moLecuL es which do not in-of CO,. This excitation Is rapIdly shared through V-V teract directly with the electronically excited atom.processes wit h the v3 mode of N,O. To further explore
this indirect E-V pumping mechan ism , or “sensitiza- As a fi nal note , we would like to point out that E-V
Lion” , HCI was subst itute d for CO, in the gas mix- laser systems are not necessar ily limited to pulsed

I ,bares. The energy -level scheme of this syste m is also ope ration . We have collinearly propagated a cw CO,
shown In Ft1. 2. E-V excitation of MCI is extremely probe laser and a 1-W 488-nm Ar laser through a low-
rapid , ’° while V-V transfer fro m HCI to N,O is be- pressure gas cell (3.5 mm in diameter x 20 cm ) con-
Lieved to be fast . Thus , MCI Is an effective interme- tam ing Br, and CO,, and observed 2 —3% gain at 10.6
dint . in this two-step pumping process. Using the 150- urn.  The measured gain is within an order of magnitude
cm device gas mixtures of 5 Torr Br ,, 1 Torr HC1 , of the theoretical rnaxi :num , taking into account the
3 Tort’ N20, and 16 Torr He produce N,O laser pulses pumping rate and loss rate due to spontaneous emission ,
of several mJ near 10. 9 urn. vibrational deactivation , diffusion , etc. No other fun-

dainental limitations were detected . By using a higherIn all fairnes s, it shouLd be pointed out that direct pumping rate , ~ It would be straightforward to obtainE-V excitation from Br’ has failed to produce stimulat - oscillation at CO, laser frequencies , and it may also be.d emission in a number of molecules. We have tried possible to obtain cv operation at other molecularD,0, SO,, OCS, CS, and CR, at various times without frequencies .success. Although the quenching of Br ’ has been mea-
sured and found to be raptd” ’t  for all of these species The authors acknowledge many enlightening discus-
sacey* SO,, lack of specifi c £-V tra nsfer and/or delete- sions with S. R. Leone , and the loan of equipment by
ricus intramolecular energy tra nsfer processes may J. Bott , R. Gross , and M, D . Levenson.
prevent laser oscillation.

Our experimental result s contribute to an under-
standing of some aspects of £-V transfer, Laser
emission on the (2 , 1) band of NO , resulting from E-v ‘Research Iuppo rted by the U. S. Energy Resource Develop-
t ransfe r , furth er points out the impo rtance of energy rnent Agency, and by the U .S. Army Resea rch Office.1 A .B . Petersen , C. Wtttig, and S R .  Leone , Appl. Phys .resonence in this process. Quenchi ng of Br ’ by NO is L L ~. 27 , 305 (1975) .very rapid , ” and our results Ind icate that excitation 

~A .D . Petersen , C. Wittlg , and S .R.  Leone , J. Appl. Phys .of v . 2  Is a ma)or deacttvatio,~ channel . Previous 47 , 1051 ( 1976) .
~1
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‘ iv~. Line-tunable CO2 laser operating in the region 2280—2360
cm-1 pumped by energy transfer from Br(42P112)~

Alan B. Petersenbi arid Curt Wittig~
(Received 2 February l977~ accepted for publication tO May (977)
Electrical Eng ineeri ng Dep anmeiz. Univ,ni ’y of Southern California. Los Angeles, California 90007

A line.wnabk CO~ laser operat ing in the region 2280-2360 cn’ s descri bed . The laser is pumped by
electronic-to-vibrational energy transfer from Br(4 2P, 2) atoms. whi..~, are produced directly by the pulsed
photolysis of Br:. to CO~ molecules. The energy-transfer process is shown to be mode specific , populating
the (10 1) state of CO2 directly and thereby providing for stimulated emission on the (iOiXlOO)
band near 4.3 sm. The espenmcntai arrangement provides a simple line-tunable source of laser radiation
in this, as well as ot her. ir spectra l regions . Further, the arrangement is quite convenient and easy to ~~since the technology involved is &erivcd from that of flash.pumped dye and Nd lasers, and the laser gas
saniples do not d~’gr :idc with ~ c. j llowitt~ tli ~ system to bc oper~ti.’d in a sealed-uif mode.

PACS numbers: 42.~~.Dk, 82.20.Rp, 34.30.Ez -

I. INTRODUCTION occurs on vibrational transitions in the second
molecule .In previous , ‘~~~~ the authors have reported

the development of pulsed infrared molecular lasers A block diagram of the arrangement used in the pre-
pumped by electronic-to-vibrational (E-V) energy Sent experiments is shown in Fig. 1. The apparatus
transfer from Br(4 P,,2 ) , hereafter referred to as Br’, differs from that used previously in that it is moreto small polyatomic molecules . As a consequ ence of compact , convenient to operate , and capable of prf ’s
the selective nature of the excitation process , we hav e 

~ 1 Hz. In addition , the shorter rise time (0.5 ~isec) of
obtained laser oscillations in the region 3.85—16.9 i~m the photolysis light in this device is prerequisite to.j from the species HCN , C02 , N,O, NO, and Il~O. In all min imizing the deleterious effects of energy-transfer
of these expe riments , Br’ was generated by the pulsed collisions which act to degrade the specificity of pro-photolysis of Br, in the blue-green portion of the spec- cesses such as process (2). The Laser itself is a tn-
trum. These experiments have , for the most part , axial device , combining a flashlamp, cooling jacket ,been carried out with a conventiona l flash photolysis and laser tube . A cross-sectional view of the deviceapparatus , using a high-energy Linear flashlamp. In this is show n in Fig. 2. Two pieces of commercial quartzpaper , we report a detailed investigation of the 4.3- Mm- tubing and two cylindrical stainless-steel electrodes are
region CO, laser which is pumped by the processes assembled with epoxy to form a coaxial-type flashlamp.

Br2 + h v ’— B r + B r ’, (i) The flashlamp annulus 18 0. 7 m m  wide , with a diamete r
of 23 mm , arid an arc length of 48 cm. A separate 12-Br’ + C02(000) — Br + C02(10°1) —30 cur ’. (2) mm-i d. Pyrex tube passes through the center of the

A triaxial flashlana p arrangement was used in the pre-. lamp. The 2-mm annulus between the Pyrex tubing and
sent study, and this design provides significant im- the flashlamp contains a solution of ‘7-dieth y lamino 4-
provement over linear flashlamp arrangements with methyl couniarin dye dissolved in ethanol. This solution

t
regards to excitation rise time and pnf , so that we have is circulated in a closed cycle through the annulus and
been able to investigate the E-Y~— pumped laser systems a water-cooled heat exchanger . The dye solution has
more carefully than before. In addition , the simplicity the dual purpose of cooLing the tamp and also increasing
of the present design encourages dupli cation by other the production of Br because of its strong fluorescence
experimenters who may have use for the particular char- in the blue-green spectral region.2 The central Pyrex
acteristics of one of the E-V—pumped molecular tube is connected to a conventional glass vacuum sys-
lasers . tern and is filled with the laser gas mixtures . ALL vac-

uum connections are made with Pyrex and Viton, using
II. EXPERIMENTAL a small amount of fluorinated grease, Krytox 240 AD ,

for lubrication . The ends of the laser tube are fitted
The principles of operation of the various E-V laser with 0-ring j oints and removable Brewster windows .systems have been described in flefs. 1—3. ArteRy, The flashlamp contains a static (ill of 70 Torr ofstatic gas mixtures containing Br 2 and a second niO xenon , supplied from a separate gas-handling system .lecular species are subjected to flash photolysis in the Nominally, after a day of experiments , the lamp isblue—green spectral region. Photodissociation of the evacuated and refilled . The outside of the lamp isBr2 yields both Br and Br’.4 The second molecular wrapped with heavy-duty aluminu m foil , serving as aspecies is unaffected by the photo l ysis flash , but iS current return and light reflector . A loosely f i t t ingvibrat ionally excited by E — V transfe r from 6r . Lasing Lucite tube surrounds the ent ire  fla shlamp . t l i r  is

__________________________ passed through the annutus space thus formed , and
provides additional cooling“Re search suppo rted by the U.S. Army Research Ofliee .

“Prese nt address: University of Cambridge , Phvslczt l Chemis-
ti~~ lh’pt . , 1.ensfield Itoad , Cambridg e CU~ x ~: I ’ , l-: ng l:ii xl . Chemicals were purified as follows: llelmm was

~ Person tu whom correspo ndence should be addressed , pas sed through a tr ap at 77 ‘K. CO. was passed through
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SYSTEM

DYE SOLUTION
I MONOCHROMATORLASER 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ FIG. 1, Schematic drnwing of the exper-
LI Li L __J L _  _ J  im.ntsl arrang ement.
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a trap at 179 IC . Liquid Br 3 was repeatedly degasaed at II I . RESULTS
233 1C. F-

Using this device we hav e investigated laser t rans i-
The flashlam p is driven by a two-stage Marx-bank lions in co2 , HCN , H 30, and NO. Resu lts of the H~,O(Ph ase-R Co. ) , mounted in an aluminum frame. The and NO work have been reported bri efly elsewhere . ’top of the fr am. serves as an optical bench for the As with the previous laser apparatus , 2 stimulated

laser tube and optical components. The Marx-bank Is emission from CO, is observed near 10.6 , 4.3 , and 14.1cha rged by a 25-ky power supply. Maximum energ y ‘ urn .  Output pulse ene rgies of 15 mJ at 10.6 urn arestorage is 625 J , but almost all laser experiments are obtained using laser gas mixtures containing I : 1.
performed with discharge energies 4 400 J. Using dis- Br3 : CO3 at a total pressure of 65 Torr , and 401) J of
charge energies of 200—400 J , flashlam p output typical- flashlamp energy . Lower energies are obtained using Fly occurred in a burst , having a rise time of 0.5 usec mixture diluted with He to a pressure of 1 atm , t h e
and FWHM of 1.0 usec. This was follow ed by a tong limit of the apparatus .
tail , 25% of the peak intensity , lasting 25 ja sec. Xeno n
gas fills produced the most intense Light output , foLlowed Stimulated emission near 4.3 urn was observed during
by krypton and argon . Output front xenon was about phototysts of gas mixtunes containing CO, and Br a and
three times great er than that from an equa l amount of this emission was investigated in detail .  Such emission
argon. The flashlamp has been discharge over 15000 occurred in mixtures where the CO, content was ‘- 5~
times in a one-month period with no observable degrada- Lasing was very persistent , and occurred at CO, Par-
tion in performance. t ixl pressures as low as a few naTorr in high-Q optical

O fE INPU T XENON AIR

&~~TOMic 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ment is shown in Fig . 3. Output fro m the 4 ,3 - u rn  laser
___________ 

co3 was passed through a ceLl containing know n amounts ofMONIT OR

________ ~~

‘

H 

CO,. The degree of absorption was determined bySC AM
SPLITTIR IA$$ORPTIOIII I comparing signals from two detectorn . The change in

~ 

~~~~~ 
_________ 

this absorption was monitored as the temperature of
the absorbing gas was increased .OVEN 

________ All of the above “hot” bands , involv ing itbsorptton ofSTORAG( IISTOR*G( L_i________tsco.c j DETECT OR] 
1sCoec I one ‘~ quantum , were assumed to have nearly the saane

transiti on dipole. Differences in the ir absorption
FIG . :i. SchemetIc draw ing of the temperature-depe ndent ab- strengths would then be due mainly to thermal popula-
ilurpl Iun c~iper Imont . tion of their Lower levels, Using the value 2700 cm 2

atm t for the (0000)_(0001) band strengt h ’ and the rela-
live line-strength calculations of Gray , the following

cavt t tea. Lacing gene rally occurred in a pulse — 5 usec approximate absorption coefficients were obtatned~wide. The 4.3-urn emission ha’s been assigned to the
(100l)_( 1000) band for reasons lobe  described below . (OO0O)~ (O001) 11.0 crn~~Toi- r t

Stimulat ed emtsston near 4.3 urn from CO, was first (01t0)_(0151) 0.45 crn-tTorr ~observed by Rao ci al. in a Q-swttched CO3 laser. 5
However , these oscillations occurred on the (1O°2)- (02°O)-(02°1) 0.023 cm~~Torr ’
(1001) and (02°1)-(02°O) bands and are not a consequence ( 1O°O)-UO°1) 0.014 cm~~Torr i
of a selective excitation process but rather the fas t

The above values assume absorption at the center of adepopulation of the ii, mode by stimuLated emission at
10.6 urn.  Doppler-broadened P-branch line with J=2 0  and 7’

=3000K. From the absorption observed in the e.’tperi-
Strongest laser emission at 4.3 urn occurred using ment , it was immediately clear that the absorbing , and

gas mixtures containing 50% Br 3, 1—2% CO,. and the therefore lasing, transition could not be (OPI )- (Ol ’O) .
balanc e He. No lasing at 4.3 urn was observed in gas The absorption coefficient obtained , as well as its
mixtures where Ar was used as a diluent in place of temperature dependence , indicated that the Lower en-
He. Optimum total gas pressures were 20—25 Torr.  orgy leve l of the transition was at 1300 cm ’, a value
Laser pulses of 0.5 mJ were obtained using an optical near the (10°0) , (02°O), and (02~O) levels. Un for tuna te l y ,
cavity composed of a gold mirror  and a dielectric the precision of the experiment was not suff ici ent  to
mi r ro r  73~~R at 4.3 urn.  Optical gain is quite high , dist inguish among these three . The (O’2~l ) - ( O 2’0) tran si-
estimated at 30% per pass , which is reasonable since tion was ruled out , however , by other means . Using
the laser transitions involve the change of a single the constants given by Herzberg, 6 its band center was
quantum of i , excitation. The transition moment for calculated to be 2361 crn~~. Lasing at 2304 cm~ would
.~v, = I transitions in CO, is large , allowing large op- require that the t rans i t ion  be roughly P 160) .  That the
t ical gains to occur wi th  relatively small inversion largest optical gain would occur on such a high -J
densities, transition is extreme ly ufl l i k eLy .

The laser frequency in a non-frequency-selective
cavity was measured as 2304 *2  cm~ (4 .34 u r n ) .  This
corresponds roughly to (10°l)-( 10°O) P 126) , although I — i r—

several s imilar  overlapp ing band s exist with upper 1ev-
els energetically accessible to B r .  Bands such as ~ 6 C L(0 1’l)— ( Ol’O ) , (100 1)_(l000) , (02° 1)— (02°O) and (02’l ) —  E
(02’O) were all possible , while  ( 11i 1)_ (11 10) and (03 °1)- 4 - I I

(03°0) seemed less likely because their uppe r levels are .~~

several hund red cm~ above the energy of 8r (3685 ~
. 

S

1 — 4 -  I S Icnr t ) . Since these bands are all overlapp ing , it is non-
trivial to make an unanibiguous assignment on the basis z
of the many measured laser frequencies alone. Thus , 3

zrather than try ing to measure the laser frequencies to — • ••
I • Ihigh accuracy (we did not have a high-resolution mono- ~ 2 I S . -,

chromator available for these measurements) we
4 S Sadopted several alternate techniques that would allow us ..~

to identify the laser transit ions.  With a sufficiently 5

high-resolution monochrornator , it is likely that un-
ambiguous assignments could have been made on the 0 - 

Lbasis of Line assignments alone . 2280 2290 2300 2310 2320 2330 2340 2.350 2360
It was noted that the laser output was strongly a1- F REQUENC Y tcm~ 1

sorbed in a small gas cell containing CO. at a few l’IC. -I , I” rt ’qucncv spectrum ‘I the 4 . . 1—ufl i i i i . la ser obt amedTorr pressure. Taking advantage of this fact , an ox- by tun ing the nt r : i c . iv , t v  ~r i t i n ~. The circles show r e l at i ve
per iment was designed to determine which t rans i t i on  tiu tililt iiit~’ii~ itv it. ‘. tr i iwet g ra t in c  set ttn g ’i . ~ii~ t - t,~-s hs~ t (ha’-
was responRible for ta s ing . ‘the exper imental  ar r an ge— tuat , , ’ns ,rt ’ ipp ro~ im a t c l v  i i)
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j  , Assignment was thus narrowed down to the (l00 1)_ band . 1 Masimurn output pulse energy at 3.85 urn is 2
(1000) and (02°j) -(02°O) bands centered at 2326.59 and inj .
2327 .36 cnr 1, respectively. Lacing on either or both of
these bands seemed quite plausible. Using the device IV. DISCUSSION

• shown in Fig . 2 equipped with an tntracavity grating,
Laser oscillation was tuned throughout the (as yet un- Our present experimental results confirm that the

(101) state of CO2 is selectively excited by energyidentified ) band and found to extend over a range of transfe r from Br , and that this state is at h ’asl one80 cm~~. This tuning range is comparable to that ob-
served on the usuaL 9.4— and 1O.4-~~m laser balids ~ of the iiiaj or product channels, It must be cautioned that
CO2. A plot of stimulated emission intensity versus our inability to detect stimulated emission emanating

from states other tha n (10 1) does not prve that otherfrequency ii shown in Fig. 4. The results show a P-
and R-branc h profile , as expected of either of the states are not excited . Although significant excitation I’
bands , both of which are Z-Z bands . There are several of (021) appears unLikely on the basis of our results I -

states such as (210), (200) , (001), etc.,  are not un-“holes” In the laser spectrum , hoviever , of which one,
at 2300 cm4, is particularly pronounced . These reasonable product species . In separate experiments ,
“holes” and the spectrum in gene*al were quite repeat - we have measured the quenching of Br by CO3 and

have found this to proceed with a room-temperaturej able in successive measurements . Several explanations rate coefficient of 5x 105 sec~ Torr i . i~u Since CO2for these “holes” are possible , but the most likely is (101) is coLt isionally deactivated by collisions with CO,tha t there are accidenta l coincidences between the laser (000) with a rate coefficient of 4.2 X ~ sec~ Torr 4, 12 ittransitions and absorbing C~~ transitions which in- is clear that little energ y can be stored in the (101)volve unexcited CO2 molecules. Oscillation at these state , and it Is only a judicious choice of operating pa-frequencies is prevented because of the absorption , due ranieters tha t allows us to overcome the efficient deacti-to CO, In the atmosphere , or unexcited CO~ in the laser vation of this state. Nevertheless, a smal l increase in -
~~tube. the active laser volume will  make several rnJ of line-

To check this hypothesis , frequencies of the rotational tunable radiation in the 4.3-urn region conveniently
components in the (10°i)~ (i O°O) , (02°1)-(02°O), and available.
(00°1)-(00°o) bands were calculated using the stand ard It should be emphasized that the E-V laser designformula’ described he re is very simiLar to that of comr.serically

v= p~ + (fr + B’)m +(B~ — B’ — o’ + D’),,,~ available coaxiaL dye lasers. Indeed , several of the

—2(D ’ +D 1)rn 2 — ( D~ D’) 4 (3) E-V—pumped Lase r transitions have operated well in a
commercial dye Laser tube (Phase-R Co. type DL-18)

— I Here it is the calculated frequency, it, is the frequency with only mino r modification. The pulse repetition rate
of the band center , and B and D are rotational constants in our device is Limited , at present , by flashlamp
of the upper and lower vibrational states , denoted by cooling and power supply conside rations , It appears
N and 1. For R-branch lines , ~p, =J +  1, and for P- that the well-advanced (Lash-pumped dye laser and
branch Lines , us = — J. Molecular constants given by Nd : YAG Laser technology can be applied readily to
Courtoy were used in the calculation. 1° The most strik- E-V Laser systems . The resuLt might be simple high-
ing feature emerging from this calculation is a coinci- repetit ion-rate Line-tunabLe Laser sources , operating
dence within 0.01 cnr 5 between (l0°1)-(1O°0) P(30) and in spectral regions where no such sources presently
(00°1)-(00°0) P152) at 2300 cm4. There are no such exist.
coincidences between the (02°1)-(02°O) and (0001)_(00 00)
bands at 2300 cm4. Although the accuracy of the cal-
culation itself may be only 0.01 cm4 , it suggests , 1A . 13, Petersen , I.’, W i ttig, and S.I( . l.t ’u nc , ~t.ppl . I’hvs.
nevertheless , that lacing occurs on the (l 0 °l )— ( 10~O) Len . 2~, ~O3 (1973).

A.U. Petersen , C. Wi tt ig ,  and S . H , Le~nc , .3. .\ ppl . Phys.band . It furthe r suggests that Las ing does not occur on 
~~ ~~~

with respect to frequency such as was observed at Phy s . 48 , .~~1I) ( 1977) .
both bands . The pronounced variation in Laser intensity ~~, II . ~~~~~~~~ LW . I tr ave rn iar , ,  and C . W ttt t ~ , .1. .\~p1,

2300 cnr 1 would require accidentaL absorption co in ci— 1 K. H. \\‘ ilson , E .rrj !, ’qj Slat , ’ Ch,”i.ct;-r , etlitt ’d l ’v J .N .
dences in both laser band s for the same absorb ing Pu tS , .Tr (t ,’nI ’m an il ilceach , New York , I ITt ) ,

‘I) , H . Han , l., (i , llucker , ~\_  .J avan , and I~. Nn: t l i l t ’ , .J . \ ‘ t l .frequency, something which is very un l ike ly .  Assign- Sl*etm~~ 25 , 4111 l196~( .mont of the 4 , 3— urn stimulated emission to the ( 100 1)_ 
~C. lIer zbe ri~, .tt.ilei -ntu ,~ S pectra tout ~tnl. ’cul ,sv S’ ii,t -l: , • , ’(1000) band was further  supported by observation of (Van No str and Reinhold , New York , 194~ ( , Vol . 11.

laser emission on the Q branch of the (10°l )_ (O l u l )  band, ~S.S. Pt’nner , ys.anhlaUe, ’ tF , let ’,jnr Sp i t ’! rns(-oi~ u, ivl ( , z c

which has the same upper level. This emission occurred E,i,, .’t .’u i zP i t ’s (Addison-Wesley , He ading , Mass . 19.~i’) .1L.1) , Cray, J. Qunnt , SpCVtmSC. Ra d ia t . Tr attsi ~’r 5,near ‘711 cm4 .

Lacing in HCN has also been observed in two regions \;. Ili’ii.I’C I’R . ,lIole, - nla r S~,-ri ,st ,t~ d .ih~l, , ul a,  s’ ,-s, - f i . , , -
(~‘.in Nostrand Heinhoki , New York , 1930) , Vol . I .near 3.85 and 3.9 urn , when using an in t r acav i ty  CaF3 tk• P. Cour ,ov, Can . .7 . Phvg. 35, t ;o8 1937),

pr ism.  These transitions have been identified .is the 11A. Ila r i r i  md C , W& t t i g , J. (‘hem. Phv s. t~ t -  I~U I , lIShu r l ..
Q and P brunches , re spectively, of the ( OO 1) - ( 0 l ~0) J . t’inz ~ id C. l~. ~Ioure , .1. (‘hem. 1’!e~ c , 63, ( l I - T a t .
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V. Electronic—vibrational energy transfer from Br(42P112) to
HCN, and deactivation of HCN (OO1)*

A. Hariri, A. B. Petersen, and C. Wittig
Electrical Eng ineer ing Department. Univto-cizy of Southern California. Univers ity Park. Los Angeles,
Califo *rsio ck.k) 07
~Recci~ed IS March 1976)

A pulsed dye laser has been used to photolytically produce electronically eacited bromine 51015 , in the
• ~~~~ state in gas mislures containing HCN. fly monitoring the time resolved fluorescence from the (001)

state of HCN. it was poasible to determine the rate coe(Ticietit for elecironic-vibrationpj (E -  V) energy
lrsns(er from 

~~
.‘(

~~
‘
~~

I 2 )  to HC~~. Rate coefficients for the deactivation of HCN( OOt) were also measured - -

for the collision partners HCN. Br2. and Ar.
a

I. INTRODUCTION out a frequency selective element In the optical cavity
The colUslonal quenching of electronic excitation ~ 

since Br, absorbs continuously in the region near 485
atoms and molecules , with resulting excitation of mo- nni . The dissociation of Br, in this wavelength region 

- 

-

-

. 
lecuLar vibrations , is a process that is current ly under produces one excited atom (4 ’P,,,) and one ground state
study In a number of laboratories. In general , this atom (4 ’J’~,.,) with rough Ly uni ty efficiency . ~° The en- 

- 

-

electronIc—vibrational (E— V) energy transfer can in- tire dye laser apparatus is contained within an Al en- C
volve a variety of inter- and intramolecular processes closure in order to minimize electrical transients pro -
and can cover a wide range of excitation energies. For duced by the flashlamp (~ 100 J, FWHM — I ~isec).
low electronic excitations , it is possible to study “near- The output from the dye Laser is directed into a sample
resona nt” B—V energy transfe r In which only one or a cell which contains a mixt u re of Br,, HC~~, and Ar.
few vibrational quanta are Involved . Thus , several cx- Because of the small absorption coefficient of Br, at
perimental studies can be found la the lite rature con- 485 am (1.2~ cm 4 ’ torr~ ), the dye laser output is re-
cerning B—V trans fe r from the ‘P11, states of I and Br ~~ cted through the cell several times in order to pro-
(lying at 1603 cm_ i and 3685 cm*t , respectively) to spe- duce sufficient Br’.
cifi c vibrationa l leveLs of small molecules . i’” Spontaneous emission is observed at right angles to

In this paper , we present experimental results con— the Laser beam with a large area (1.2 cm’) laSh photo-
cerning the quenching of Br(4 ~~~~~~~ herea fter referred voltaic detector (Spectronics). Various interference
to as Br’, by HCN , with resulting excitation of the filters can be attached to the coLd finge r directly in
mode of 1ICN 1(001) statej. Alth ough a large number of front of the detector element in orde r to separate the
quenching channels , as shown In ( 1) , are ene rgetically different emissions and reduce the amount of back-
available , the efficient and specific excitation of the grou nd flux . Addktlonal (room temperature) filtering
(00~ i state results in (2) being the major quenching Is always necessary to completely block scattered La-
route : ser light . The detector output is amplified and re-

corded with a transient digitizer (Biomation 805). Typi-
Br’ #HCN (000) — Br -i. HCN(all states), (1) cal signals are show n in Fig. 1. SIgna l to noise ratio : - -

Br’ + HCN(000) — Br + HCN(0O1) + 374 cm -1, (2) ~tith this apparatus has been high , and signal aver’ cring
has not been necessary .

Rate coefficients are determined for (1) and (2) as weLL
as several subsequent energy exchang e processes con- Gas samples are prepared in a Py rex vacuum system
cerning the (001) state of NCN . This is the first study of conventional design . All stopcocks are constructed
of the kinetics of the (001) state of HCN. HCN Is an in- of Pyrex and viton , and a small amount of fluorinated
teresting molecule , and the (001) state Is quite analo- grease is used for lubrication. Pressures are mea-
gous to the HX vibration of the hydrogen halides. These cured with a capacitance manometer. HCN (Fumico) is
measurements have direct bearing on several infrared purified by repeated freeze—pump—thaw cycles and dis-
HCN lasers , developed by ourselves and others , in tillation. Ar (Alrco , 99 . 998% ) is withdrawn from a
which selective pumping Is achieved by excitation of the sampLe held at 17 °K, Br5 (Aristar grade from British
&‘, vibratj on.” In these devices , it is importa nt to Drug House, 99.8% pta re~ Is the most difficult chemical
laiderstand ene rgy transfer processes concerning the to purify and requires considerable care, Repeated

• (001) state since this is the tippe r Laser level of several fra ctional distillation followed by slow passage over
transitions which have been seen La stimulated emission. P105 Is used to puri fy the Br,. In addition , the glass

-: appara tus in which the Br, Is to be handled should be
Ii. EXPERIMENTAL seasoned by exposure to Br,, and heated under vacuum

as much as possible in order to minimize the amount• The experimental tech nique is straigh tforward. A of H,O on the surfaces . Having take n these precautions ,
coaxial flashiamp-pumped dye laser is used to produce there Is no detectable molecular fluorescence when 20
laser energies of 50— 100 mJ (FWHM) — o ,  5 usec) at ap— torr of Br, is photolyzed in the sample cell . When 20
proxImately 485 rim when using coumarin 151 in an torr of poorly purified Br, is photolyzed in the cell , we
ethanol , lI~O solution. The dye laser is operated with - readily detect spontaneous emission from H,O and ‘or HBr.

14
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Hen ri , P,t*rssn, and Wiftig : Energy transf er from Br(4 ‘P 1~ ,) to HCN 1873

cesses that add to the complexI~~ of the syste m ~e. g .,
HCN(00 1) +B r L ALso , quenching of HCN(00I) by Ar Is
inefficient , and this is discussed below . Thus , the re-
laxation time of HCN (001) Is given by

). 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (0)

• k,[Br ,J , (9)

and L , and A , can be obtained by varying the mole frac-z
lii 

___________ tion of the gas samp le.I-
~ 110 4 1s sec

IV. RESULTS

~ Experimental results for the quenching of Br ’ by
HCI4 and Br , and for the quenching of HC~ (00l) by HCN
and Br, are shown In Fig. 2. All of these data were oh-

ib) tam ed using a narrow-band (0. 1i~m) interference f i l ter
to select fluorescence from the HCN( OOl) state . Each
point represents an average of six data , correspondIng
to six different total pressures . The standard devi-
ations from these six data points are usually smaller1 than could be convenient ly shown in FIgs . 2(a) and 2(b).t*O 4O~~ sec The Intercept at XHcH ~0 was obtained by carefully col-

FIG. 1. TypIcal data from the tra nsient recorde r showing lecting data in this region and analyzing them separateL y
HCN(Oo1) ftuor’eacenc. from a sample containing 7 torr of * in order to Insure the most accurate Intercept . Good1 :3:13 mixture of HCN :Br,:Ar . (iti and I) show the rise signals were obtai ned with X5~~ as low as 0, 01. Thearid fall of HCN(OO1) fluorescence, respectively. laser beam was kept sufficiently diffus e in these ex-

perIments so that atom production did not affect the

III. RAT E PROCESSES
l , I ’ f ’ l ’ J ~~~~1 I ’ l ,

The production of Br’ by laser photolysis , 
-

Br, i h v — B r + B r ’, (3) ~
takes place Ins tantaneously on the time scale of Interest ‘Q ‘ -

in this study . Subsequent removal of Br’ then proceeds -

by way of

Br’+ H CN(O OO)— Br +HCN (alL states) (1) ~ 2 - a
and > I.I-

‘I,Br ’+B r ,—B r + Br ,. (4) ~0 ______________________________
Other quenchi ng routes (e ,g. , Br’+B r) are dlscriminat - 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 7 .8 .9 I - •

ed against experimenta lly In order to simplify analyses. X HC, ~

For small [Br ’J5 the removal of Br’ls- (irst order , .
~~~~~ ‘ l ’ I ’ I ’ t ’ T ’ l ’ i ’  I ‘ U—’- ’ ~

with a decay time given by 6 - ( b )
r~.’,. .k%(HCNI + k %(B r$1. (5) ::Quenching of Br by the Ar diiuent is insignificant rela- 1 ~ -ttv• to th. above process. ’ Thus , It Is possible to d.’- 

~termine k~ and h4 by varying the mole fraction of the -

sample as described previously by Leone and Wo- 
-

darcayk.t Since the buildup of HCN (001) fLuorescence ~
occurs with v,,. we have a convenient means of inca-
suring k 1 and k ,. As seen in Fig. I , the quenching 01

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Br ’ is faster than the subsequent quenching of HCN(00l).
Deactivation of HCN(001 ) can occur by the following
processes :

HCN(O01)+HCN(0O0)—flcN(rnn0 ) + HCN~pq0), (6) 0 .1 .2 .3 4 .5 .6 7 .5 .~~

HCN(0O1)i. Br,— HCN(mn0) .Br,, 
- 

FIG. 2. Observed rate vs mole fraction . in ta ) , th ~ r ite of
- - 

HCN(O01) + Ar — HCN(mnO) + Ar. (8) quenc hin g of HCNIO U 1) Is given: in (h) , the ra te s~t quenc
of Sr 1. given. The stra ight line, ire c~bt atne ~’i ‘s a ~~- .

Again , we have purposefully discr iminated against pro- squares fit of the data.
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intensity measurement s , the molecula r concentrations
are kept low (0 . l — U . 2 10FF ) in order to m in in r i ze  COF-
rectioits due to self-absorption of the spontaneous emis-
sion. At the same time , lBr ,i is aLso kept low in order 

—to minimize the corrections due to quench ing of ~ r by

• TILA
Br,. Our previou s wo rk’ suggests that there is lut le
or no direct excitation of i’~ vibra tions by (1) . Thus ,
we conclude that quenching of Br ’ by HCN results , al-
most exclusively, in the production of (001) rather than
a combination state such as (0 11) .

The essential results of the rate measurements are
summarized in Table I. The quoted uncertainties are
due to possible systematic as well as random errors . - 

-0 4 8 2 6 •20 24
—.-—

~~~ 
t ( ~ s.c)

V. DISCUSSIONFIG. 3. Method used to obtain re,.. Fi r st , the decay por t ion
of the measu red fluorescence Int ensIty , IU ) , is plo tt ed in or- The excitation of HCN(001 ) by ene rgy t r an sfer  f rom
der to obtain ~~~~ An extrapo lation of t hese d~sta t o t .  0 allows Br ’ is an example of a fas t , specific F — V  rate process .
T~,• lo be computed by plotting RI SE& ) vs I. ss here R I SK (t )  The specificity of the excitation i.i not surpri sing in
- DECAY(S ) — 1W. light of the similarities between HCN and the hydroge n

halides , and the large F—i ’  rate coefficients for the
species HF’, HC L , ’ and HBr. ’ h i s  interesting , how-

kinetics , This was periodically checked by changing ever , to observ e the F — V process In polyatomics
the intens ity of the beam with a lens while measuring since the different  normal modes that are excited can
the decay rates. At high laser intensities , whe re atom shed light on the intermolecular forces at work during
production was also high , It was possibLe to create situ- the E— V process .
ations where the presence of atoms resuLted in en- The transfer of excitation from Br to HCN(00 1 ) is
S,ancevi quench ing rates. No quantitative information 374 cm ’ exotherm Ic. The lowest order nonvanishing
could be obtained however , and this regime of operation term arising from the Long -range mult ipo lar field in-
was simpLy avoided. In Fig. 2(a). data are shown for teraction Is dipole ~ aadrupoIe , and it Is thilicult to rec-
the quenching of HC14(00l). These data were obtained onc ile the large measured F— l~ rate coefficient on the
by analyzing the fluorescence decay at sufficiently long basis of this interaction. Other F — V  rate coefficients
times to minimize effects of Br’ quenching. In Fig. from Br’ to small molecules are often of comparable
2(b), the data for quenching of Br ’ are shown. These magnitude , even when the cha nge of more than one vi-
data are obtained as follows. Firs t , the decay rate of bratlona l quantum is involved . ~~~~~~ This also argues
HCN(001) fluorescence is determined. Next , the decay- agains t the muLtipo lar interaction as being the mecha-
ing HCN(001) density Is ext rapolated to short times . nism whe reby energy is exchanged ~n these systems.This provides the base line for a semilog plot of the
fluorescence rise. An example of this is shown in
Fig. 3. 8

~uenchlng of HCN( 00L) by Ar is rather inefficient ,
and this rate is determined as follows , With [Br,] 6 - -

+[HCN ]’. const , Ar is added to the gas mix and the o
change in decay rate is observed , These data are . “b -shown in FIg. 4.

• 2 -A. Absoluse E-Vrate 2

The absolute rate , k,, f or excitation of HCN(00 l) by ~Br ’ can be obtained by comparing the Inten sity of a
HCN (001) fluorescenc e with eithe r the fluorescence 

~ 8 k ’2.O ± O.3~ lO’$,C~ tOU ~~
fro m Br ’ or some molecular species whose absolute o
E— V rate is known. ’ It is required to know the spon-

6 -taneous emission lifetimes of the various emitting
species. The spontaneous emission Lifetime of HCN(001)
computed from integrated absorption data is 13, 5 msec.
Using this val ue for the H CN(0 0I) spontaneous emission
Lifetime and compari ng the fluorescence intensities of
HCN (OOi ) and HC 1(t” I ) ,  wh ich has a spontaneous emis-
sion lifetime of 33 msec , 1’ we calcu late that 88% of the • ‘ ‘

I) 200 400 600 ScOquenching colllsiona result in excitation of the v~ mode 
ARGON PR E SSURE (mmt- i q )of HCN . We estimate an unc arta lnty of a l0”~, based on

the standard deviation from six sets of dat a. In these FIG. 4 . Quenching of UCN (00 I) by .~r .
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~~~~I ~~~ HCN 13Th

TAB LE I. Results of rat , measuremen ts. gether with the availability of channels such as (10), are
— — ---- —- consistent with our observations of a la rge rate coef-

‘I, t’  ‘~~~‘ • ficient for (6). De-excitat lon by Br 2 Is also reasonably
Prucv.. Tl , , .u r ~ I’ r , ’ s - - ,~.~~~ rh l.I.r,o,,~’ effic ient . Again , there are numerous near-resonant

exi t channels such asI’r • IICN • 0 ‘0  2~
(•~

_ 3 .  0-‘Ur . I~C? l.aII st .’t ,i) HCN(001) • Br,t. - - 0)— HCN(l 10) . Br ,(” 1) 80 cm ’.
(11)

4 Dc-excItation by Ar is inefficient , as is f reque nt ly the1. 1 .  ( u I- &Ir- II c~ •U0l ) case for the dc-excitation of molecular vibrations by
rare gases. A complete study of the dc-excitation of‘I• Ur’ . Ur~-- I0,-br .  I . ~~~ ~~- 

~~~~ the different vibrations at HCN with a numbe r of cot- 1 -
0. . ~~

. (0 ’ ) S 4 - ( U I  (-4
I ~~~~~~ ~~

. IU ~) Lision partne rs wilt be published at a later date .
- I J U. 0 - IV ’) 2
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O vi. Electronic to vibrational energy transfer from Br(42P,2) to
C03, C0S11 and CS1~

A. Hartd and C. Withg • 

-

Depes’ti,w.su of ikctflcol £isgUwoflng end Pt.,psocz. (Jaiwrsily of Southen, CcI~f o~~~ (hstiiersuj, ?brk.
Los Aagths. Cab/cress 90007
(h eAved 27 June 1977)

Is this paper, we report a study of the qu.~whiiig of B(4’P,13) by CO,. COS, and CS,. Laser phoe&ysis
of gas samples conlatnon; Br3 sad the molecular species of arest produces Br(4’P113). and the subsequent
~~~~~~~ of this species mul~ is vibrationsi excitation of the molecule at interest. By monitonng the
time resolved it fluorescence fto~ Br(4’P113) and the (001) states of CO,. COS, and CS,. we are able to
mamure the quenching rate coefficients for these species as well as rate coefficients for a number of
V-V,T.* processes. By com~sflng thc intensities of the Bi~4’P,,,) and (001) state fluorescence., we
measure directly the rate coefficients for electronic to vibrational CE— V) energy trans(er into the product
states that contain at least one quantum of i~ vibration .

I. INTRODU CTION ferred from the 5P,,5 state to moLecular vibrations are
• The quenching of electronically excited halogen atoms not , at thi s time , well understood . It has been suggested

in the spin—orbit state ‘P,,5 by collisions with molecular that a careful look at the different vehicles of energy p.
species has been studied experimentally for several transfe r (rnulttpolar forces , ~ nonadiabatic transitions , ”
decades. ’ In spite of the wealth of knowledge accumu - etc.) may be required in order to adequately account for
lat ed In early Studies concerning the quenching pro- all of the available data. ‘ In view of the uncertainty in
cesses, little attention was paid to product cha nnels and the mechanisms for the coilisonal deactivation of Br’ by
it was not until 1910 tha t Donovan et ~j , 2 made th e fir st small molecules , we have measured the rates of quench—
direct observation of electronic to vibrational (F— V) ing and F— V t ransfer from Br’ to the isoelectro nic spe—
energy transfer in these systems. In 1973, Leone and des  C05, COS, and CS,. Our results show tha t CO, is
Wodarczyk’ made the first direct measurement of the an order of magnitude more efficient than COS or CS,
efficiency of F— V transfer, and found that Br atoms in in quenching B r ,  In addition , the fraction of energy
the 4’P,,, state , he reafter referred to as Br , produced transferred from Br ’ to available v~ excitation is larger
vibrational excItation (“ . 1) in HCI and HBr on 95% and for the case of CO, than COS or CS,. These data indicate
85% of the quenching collisions, respectively . Further the importance of energy resonance as well ,ts the num-
direct studies of F— V tra ns fer from Br ’ have shown ber of quanta exchanged in the energy exchange process. I.

that when a molecule is an efficient quencher of Br ’,
the main quenching ’ s . .’ el is lIkeLy to be E— v trans- II. EXPERIMENTAL
fe r . ” In addition, -n only one or two vibrational The experimental arrangement is show n schematically
quanta are involved, the process can be highly mode In Fig. I . Br’ is produced on a time scale which is
specific as In the cases~~

7 short compared to that of the subsequent kinetic pro—
Br’+CO,(OOO) — Br+C05(l0l) —3 0 cm ’, (1) cesses by the photolysis of Br, with the output from a

flas hlamp pumped dye laser IBr + HCN(000) — Br • HCN(00 1) + 374 cm”, (2)
Br 5 + h i # — B r + Br ’. (4)

Br’+H ,O(COO) — B r + H ,O(lOO and/or 001), (3)
Both coaxial (Candela or Phase-R , 20—150 mJ, — 0 .  5

where the energy of Br’ (3685 cm”) is near resonant us FWHM) and Linear (Chromatix CMX-4, 2— 8 mJ ,
with the vibrational produc t channels of Eqs . (l)—(3).

• Because of the selectivity of Eqs . (l)— (3), these pro-
eeues have been the bases for the selective pumping of
molecular lucre based on K-’ V transer.~~” These 

— 

at 
— — 

‘ N S~~NT I
molecular lasers oscillate on transitions that reflect the ‘ DIGITIZATION , 1 -

specificity of the ene rgy transfer and thus have given sicsa .
t—_ ~~~~ 

AVE~~A G NG , Irise to a number of new TB laser transitions in the re-
AN Dglon 3.85—li Mm.” Energy transfe r studies concern-

RECORDINGlng r have show n that K— V transfer is an important

mi~~t reasonably expect that the quenching of CL’ and 
EQUIPMENT I

process in the quenching of this species , ~~~ and one
$ I

RM~~~~~M_ _ JF’ would also favor resonant E— V channels . PREPARATIO

The precise mechanisms where by energy Is tra ns- FIG . 1. Schematic drawing of experimental arra ngement . Cl
and C2 are sample celIa, FL and 12 are inter fe rence fi l ters
and - or gas cells , .41 and .42 ar e  amplifiers matched to ~he de-

“Res.arch supported by the U . S. Army Research Office unde r tcu~tu ,~ 1)1 3nd 1) 2 , US spl its .,U a rt ’w p~’r ~’t-i ’t ol the La ser
Gr aM NO. DAAU29-76-4. -0124 , m d  by the Petrole u m Research beam and tentI~ It t~ I’D . a photod iode uSetO to t r t ~zger the re- 

• 
-

Fund adminh.tc red by the American Chemical Society . cor ~iing electronics .
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I (A) 
- as a wide bandpass filter ( FWHM= 1.0 pm at 3.0 urn ) in

order to completely block molecular fluorescence and
scattered laser Light . For a particular gas sample , we

—4 fi nd it convenient In many experiment s to use separate
~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

det ectors in orde r to observe the Br ’ and molecular
fluorescences simultaneously. Sample cells are con .
structed of pyrex , with salt or sapphire observation

S
..

________ 
windows held in place with black wax (Aptezon W). 1

Fluorescence signals are digitized (Nicole t l090A~R
digital oscilloscope , 100 ns minimum gate w idth), aver-

4 
1 aged (Nicolet 1072 signal averager), and recorded with

(B) an XYplotter . Several typical data are shown in Fig. 2.
Data reduction is accomplished using a variety of com-
puter programs and the usual scientific fitting proce-
dures. Data reductIon is straightforward except for the
case of a fluorescence signal with comparable rise and
fail times. This is discussed below .

Samples are prepared in a pyrex vacuum system ca-
6’ ______ pable of iO~ mm Hg. Stopcocks are constructed of pyrex,

with Viton 0 rIngs which are sparingly lubricated with
Krytox, a fluorinated vacuum grease. Pressures are

eters (MKS) .

In obtaining Br’ signals, we should like to emphasize
• that particular care must be taken in order to avoid in-

~ [\
~~~~~~~~~

2o

’c

~~~ 

measured with corrosion-resistant capacitance marion,-

terference from molecular fluorescence. Because of the -

1. 1 s spontaneous emission lifetime of Br’, even the
smallest amount of molecular fluorescence can interfere
with t he Br’ signal. When using only a broadband inter-
ference filter (FW H M—l. 0 pm, centered at 3.0 p m), we
can easily observe molecular fluorescence from Br2/CO, ~mixtures in which only a trace of CO2 is present . This r -• FIG . 2. Typical signal averaged fluorescence traces. (a) molecular fluorescence is characterized by a rise timeshows the decay of Br ’ when 3. 12 tort of pure Br , is photoiyzed.

The laser energy Is 20 mJ , and 128 ehots are averaged . ‘The (as opposed to the instantaneous production of Br ’) and -
finite rise time I. due to the system response time of 2 ~~~~. 

a very rapid decay. The rapId rise and [aLl of the ra-
(bi shows the rtae of C02(0Ol) when a sample containIng 0. 16 dialing state is consistent with previous reports of the
tort CO, and 0. 10 tort Br ) i~ photolyzed. The laser energy is rapid collisional deactivation of the CO2 states in the
S mJ , and 64 shots are averaged. Th decay of CO,(0O1) ii vicinity of 3700 cm~~.”itot diecernab te or, the time scale shown. Cc) shows the fluo-
rescencefromCOSlOol) when a sample containing 0, 95 tort In the present study, we have monitored only the v~COS and 2.33 torr Br2 Is photolyzed. The Laser ene rgy Is vibrational modes, since our present detection system
5 mJ , and 64 shots are averaged. This is an excellent cx- does not permit the observation of either v , or ~~ for CO2.Ample of the Situation where r,~, n 

~~~~~~~ COB, or CS,. Detection of &‘~ (which is only lB active in
the case of COS) and the low frequency bending modes
will be the subject of future experiments.-1.0 p5 FWHM) flashlamp arrangements were used

in the present study . Dye laser wavelengths of 480—500 Chemicals were purified in the following manner . CO2
nm were obtained with a variety of dyes supplied by Ex- (Matheson, 99.995% m m )  was subjected to repeated
Citon (coumarin 490?, coumarin 480, LD490, LD413) freeze—pump—thaw cycles at 77 ‘IC, CS2 (Baker Analyzed
dissolved in methanol/H,O or ethanol/fl 50 solutions. In Reagent grade, 99. 9% m m )  was pumped on severalt(mes
the region 480—500 nin, Br, absorbs continuously and at room temperature and at 223 ‘K. Following this, the
Eq. (4) is believed to produce approximately equal CS, was distilled several times from 253 to 77 ‘K.
amounts of Br and Br’. ~‘ The output from the dye laser Finally, the sample was degassed ext ensively at 163 ‘K
is directed into a screen ro-,m , which protects the de- to remove traces of OCS. Following purification , in-
tection and signal processing equipment from electrical (rated analysis showed no sign 01 any impurities in
transIents. Spontaneous emission Is viewed at right either CO2 or CS, samples. OCS (Matheson , 97. 5~ m m )
angles to the laser beam with Large area detectors (pho- disproportionates to form small amounts of CO, and CS,
tovoftalc InSb; photoconductive Ge :Au). Atomic and and must be purified carefully before use, Infrared
molecular fluorescence frequencies are isolated with In- analysis of unpurified OCS samples showed 1.3% CO5.
terference filters and ga. cells . When detecting fluores- OCS was first subj ected to repeated freeze —pump—thaw
cence from Br’, it is necessary to use a narrow band- cycles at 77 ~K. Following this, the sample was
pass filter (FWHM —0.12 pin at 2.7 pm and 77 ‘K) as well disttlted from 163 to 77 ~~~~ eight times. Infrared
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4488 “ A. Hs rir i and C. Wittig: Energy transfer fr om Br(4 ‘P1,,)

analysis of the pur ified OCS samples showed 0. 5%—O. 6% lIr ’ .CO,(000)— Br + CO,(l0 1) —30 cm~~. (2)
CO, and no other impur it ies. These samples were al-
ways used with in 24 h of purification, and we observed Since the energy trans fer processes of species contain-
no disproportionation of the sample over this amount () 

ing two or more quanta of excitation proceed very rapid-
time . Ar (Airco. 99 . 998% miii) was passed through a ly, it is not possible to investigate the prim itive distri—
trap at 77 ‘K and was always withdrawn from sampLes button of product species using our present experimental
maintained at 77 ‘K. Br , (A r ist ar grade from British ar rangement. Fu nzi and Moore~ have shown cha t
Drug House , 99. 8-1 miii.) was subjected to repeated dis- C0, ( 1Ol ) + Co,(OOO)—CO2(001)+co~, ( 10)
t illation from 253 to 77’ K and slow passage over P50,.
In addItion , the appa ra tus in which the Br, was to be used as well as similar processes, proceed at rates that are
was scosos.’d by exposure to Br ,, and heated under vacu- near gas kinetic. Since the  i’~ qu~.nta are preserved in
urn as much as possible in order to minimize the amount such processes, It is possible to measure the product ion
of H,O on the sur faces. Having ~aken these precautions , of species containing v 3 excitation without identifying the
there was no detectable molecular fluorescence when primitive distribution fro)n Eq. (8) precisely.
20 torr of Br , was phot olyzed Iii the sample cell. When The production of vtbrationaUy exc ited species in the
20 ton of poorly purified Br, was photolyzed , molecula r (001) state is accompanied by the V—V , T, R processes
fluorescence was readily detected , which remove energy from the species under considera-

tIon
fl. RATE PROCESSES mol(00l). .t1— mol(mnO)+ ,t1, (11) - -

The production of Br’ by laser phot olysts , where .11 can be any collision partner. Thus , it is pos-
Br,+~a’—Br +8r’, amble to measure rate coefficients for Eq. (11), using

E— V tra nsfer as a means of preparing molecules in the 
- - -

occurs during the laser pulse, which is ~ l ~~~ FWHM (001) state.
in mir present experimental arrangement . Thus, Br’
Is produced instantaneously on the t ime ~caie of interest. The concentration of a particular molecular species - ,

In the experiments reported here , photolysis was car- in the (001) state following production of (Br’)~ at t*O .
n ed out at or near 490 rim. This wave lengt h is close is given by
to optimum for Br ’ product ion and leaves each phot oly-
sis fragment with 264 cm t of recoil ene r gy which must (n io l(OoI) 1(g) .

— 
.
~ ,exp (— t .,iIoOI) )

be removed by momentum transfer collisions pr ior to 
I~~ .

energy transfer if we are to obtain room temperature ~~p ( t ~~’~, )], ( 12)
ra te coefficie nts. wh ere r,r . and r~~14~ ,11 are the collisional Li fetimes of

Following ptiotolysts. Br ’ can be quenched by the fol - Br ’ .cnd moltOOl) . respect ively, for a part icular cx-
Lowing processes per iment al condition . Here , it is assumed that th e rise

and fa ll of the molecular fluorescence can be described
Br ’ + Br , — Br • Br ,, (5) by simple exponentials , which will be the case for sen-

— Br ’+Ar — B r + A r , (8) sibLy first orde r excitation and deexcitat ion processcs.
For re,. < t ,I Ix *) ,  the r ise of th e molecular fluores-

Br ’ # mol— Br ~~~~~~~~~~~ (7) cence reflects the quench ing o~ Br ’ .ind the decay of the
— Br + mot (v ,), 8 molecular fluorescence refle cts the V—V . T. R pro-

cess tha t act to remove the i’~ excitat ion. For Ti,.
—B r + mol (all states), (9) > T_~~~~~% ) .  the converse as true. Thus , at is important

where mol is either CO,. COS , or CS,, t denotes an,,’ to determine sepa rately which pro cesses are responsib le
vibrational excitation , and mol (v 5) represents a mole - for the obser ved rise and tall of the molecular fluores-
nile with at least one quantum of v, excitat ion. The to— cence in a particular experiment. In the experiments
ta~ quenching of Br ’ by mol, including all product vibra- rep orted here , we have monitored the decay of Br ’
tionat states as well as the ground state of mol, is given separate ly, In order to avoid any ambiguity in this re-
by Eq. (9). In Eq. (5), we have paid no particular at- gard.
tentlon to the possibility of £— V trans fe r from Br ’ to The Br ’ and mol(00l) decay times are given byBr,.

Tb. quenching of Br’ by CO,, COB, and CS, proceeds T . sk,mo +k ~~~r, +k .(Ar), (13)

via Eqs. (7)—(Q). In the present study , we have mont- T~~itm a, .k’(mol)+k”(Br,)+k”(Ar), (14)
t ore d the &‘~ fluorescence from these molecules , in ad-
dition to Br ’ emission, thereby obta ining quantitative where ~~

‘
. k”. and k” are the rate coefficients for

infor mation concerning Eq. (8) in addition to the quench- quenching of moL(001) by mol , Br ,, and Ar , re spect iveLy~
ung rate coefficients for Eq~ (9). Because the Br ’ ener- Deactivat ion by potentially e fficient quenc~iers ~~~ Br ’)

gy is 3685 cm ’, it is possible to excite several vibra- is discriminated against experimentally be mt n i m i . ing

tional quanta simultaneous ly . For examp le , in separate the laser ener gy dens ity. Deactivation of Br ’ by Ar has

expertni ents we have show n that the following process been shown to be very inefficient , .ircd thu s may e d im-
m a ted from Eq. ~l31.is a major quenchIng channel in the quench ing of Br’ by

CO5 . Rate coefficients .ir~’ obtained from Eqs . 131 and ~14)
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1J31 •e ’.cos
C iB~,I .1.71 isa

SI OPE ‘4.7 k IO’sec~io,~ •
•

AB .CS,

28 
(Br ,j .i .07 tort
SLOPE ~3.4,I04s.c to,t

(A)
(B)

eI..coz 
C

20- 
[Br,] .02 tot ’ I

I.
SLOP E .4 .6iIO 1sec~’ torr’~~ —~~~~

• 16

•
2

. 1

— 1
2 8

, , i I I I I

4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .0 .2 .4 0 I 2 3 .4 5 6 7
CO, PRESSURE ( tort ) COS øt CS, PRESSURE ( t o r t )

FIG. 3. Quenching of Br’ by CO,. COB, and CS,. measured by monitoring Br e fluorescence decay. In the cases of CO: and CS2,
the quenching rat, coefficients are the same as the slaps of (15~,) t  v concentratIon, in the case of COG, the quenching rate coef-
ftcient ii 5% smaller than the slope due to the presence of 0, 5% CO~ in COB samples. Standard deviations are not give n since
other sources of uncertainty are expected to dominate . Each point represents an average of 1024 individual fluorescence signals
at a laser energy of 5 nij .

by varying the concentrations in a well-defined manner. Fluorescence signals from CO, and COB were obtained

* 
using an hnSb detector and the appropriate interferenc e

IV. RESULTS filters. These signals were very large, and it was not

• necessary to average more than a couple of traces in
Rate coefficients for the following processes : order to obtain S/W> 20. The CS,(OOl) state emits at

1523 cm ’ and is not accessible to the hnSb detector.Br’ + Br,— Br + Br,, ~~ CS, (001) fluorescence was detected w ~h a Ge : Au photo-
conductor which , although much less sensitive than InSb,Br’ +CO,— Br+CO, (all states), (15)
was adequate for detecting molecular fluorescence. hi

Br’ + COB — Br + CCS (all states), (16) all cases, spontaneous emission from a particular spe-
cies was almost completely blocked when a 2 cm cell

Br’ + CS,— Br .CS, (all 5tates), (17) containing this species was pLaced between the detector
and the laser beam, indicating that the emitting trami-

were measured directly by monitoring Br’ fluorescence tion is (ool)—(000) .
while adding the appropriate molecular vapor dilute in Fluorescence curves were fit to the doubLe exponential 4Ar. The results of these measurements are shown in
Fig. 3, and the rate coefficients are listed in Table i. portion of Eq. (12) with a computer curve fitting routine

in order to obtain r5,.an d T 1~~~ 1). By plotting (pr5~~)4TypIcally, 1024 fluorescence signals are averaged to and [p r ~,1~~1,J~ vs mole traction , whereobtain single curves such as the ones shown in FIg. 2(a).
Each curve is then fit to an exponential decay using a it is possible to obtain the quenching rate coefficients -

for Br’ and mol(OOl) by Br, and mol(000) . Several rep-least squares routine to obtain each of the data points resentative data are shown in Fig. 4 and the correspond -shown In FIg. 3. The data shown in Fig. 3 were quite
repeatable , and could be reproduced at will. ing rate coefficients are listed In Table I. In all of these

experiments, (An was sufficiently low that it did not
In obtaining rates for the Br’/CCS system, we used contribute to the quenching of either Br’ or mol(0Ol).

COB samples which had been distilled less than 24 h In many cases, such as COB, it was not necessary to
prior to use. These samples contained 0. 5% CO1 and no use Ar at all since the Br,/CCS mix constitutes a suf-
CS,. Because CO, is ten times more efficient than COB flcient heat bath by itself , and the rapid collisional re-
at quenching Br’, It was necessary to include the effect moval of COS(O0l) Is not affected by diffusion . From
of the CO, Impurity in the COB data reduction , the Br’ quenching data, it was possible to unambiguously
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445$ A. Har sri aid C. Wittig : Energy transfer from Br(4 2P 1 2 1

TA BLE 1. Quenching rat, coefficients b r  5r and mol (00 1) obtained by monitoring Br and /or mot too t )
spoae.r4sOus emission.

Rate costttcient ~ 95~~)

This work ’
• F rom Br ’ From motecuiar Prev ious work ’

Process fLuorescence fluor.scence Average R,f.

Br ’’CO,—’~ ( 4 .6s O . 3) K 10’ ( 5 .2a O . 3) x i0~ ( 4 ,9* 0 .31 * 101 (4.9~~0.3)~~l0~ ~
Br ’C01 (a ll state s) ( L . 4 *0 . Li K tO’~ (1.5*0. t ) * 10 ” 11. 5*0. l) * I O_ h t

Br ’COS~~ (4. 7*0 . 3)~~LO’ (4.5~~0.4) *t 0 ’ (4 , 6*0 . 4) x LO’ (3.9.l . 1) x 1O’

Br 4 COS tall states) (L .4 ,O .~~*iO~’ (1.4 * O . L)* 10~*2 ( 1 4 * 0 i)~,t0.i2

(3.4 ,0 . 31 * 10’ 4 ’ 1 o~ (3 .4g O . 3 ) ’ t O ~’

• Br ’cS, (aIi atai.a) (t . t a O . i ) *t 0 . U

(2 . 4~~i) * 1O’ 2. 7 , O . 3) x LO’ (z .s * o~ t~~1o~ ~ 2 :6 * O . 3 * i O ~ 
1~

Br ’ Br1 tall states (7 , 3~ -~) * t0~~ (~~. 2 *0 , 9) ~~~ (7 . 8 * 0, 9)’ 10—n 

~ ~~~~ ~:: ~
- ~~~~ ~0, 6)~~lO~ :0

C06(O0l) ‘COSt OOO) — (~.9 *0 .4) ’ 10’ ~t5. *10 *0. i)~ 10’ 21

• COSImsO) ‘~ CStpqO) it . S *0. 1) 1O’~
2 

~~~~
COGlOOl) ‘H r 1 — t2 . 0 *0 . 5) ~ to’ 

r 15, 4 * 1 . 01 * 10’ 23

C06(m~0i ‘Br ~ 16 . 1 * 1 , 5 ) ’ 1O~~ • 4 *0~ 1) n 1 0 ~ 20

CO$IOOl) ’Ar— t L O . O . 3 ) ’103 t t . 5t 0 .5)~~10~
~(5 . .~~0. 9)~ - t0 IS

23

C01(0Ol) • Br~ — ( 2 6 * 0 . 21 * 101 (2. 46 0 , .~~4- t& 24

C011ma0) ‘Br 1 t~. 9*0 . 6b ’~ l0~~

cS,(00t) ’Ur . — (4 . 1*0 . 4 ) ’I 0~
CS~(*n0) ’Hr .

‘The upper entry Is in units of s~~torr ’1; the lower entry I. in units of cm~ mot~ ~~~~

‘For comparison purposes, rates of previous workers are given in uni te  of ~~ t orr~ onl y.
‘Sines C$1(O0t) fluo rescence was only detected with Ge : Au . the S N was not high and the more re liab le quenchtr.~
data ar e those m.asur .d directly by monitor ing Br ’ fluore scence .

assign is, . and ~~~~~~ to either the rising or fatl ing from curves such as the one shown in FI g. 2 (c) .  We
portions of the fluorescenc e curves . In the cases of CO, found standard fitting routines inadequate (or cases suc h
and CS,, the quenching of Br ’ is much more rapid than as this, and we had to write our own computer programs
the accompanying vibratIonal ener~~ trans fer processes for the case of i ,,,, ~ ~~~~~~~ 

Although computer generated
and data reduction was quite stra ightforward . For the curves match the experimental data very well , we find
case of COB, l’a,• - T,, .~~,,1, and it was necessary to tha t when r,1, w n,,,1 a particular pair of n ’s can oe
use the quenching data carefully In assigning r 5, . and changed by * lQ~ while still achievi ng a reasonable fit,,~, to their respe ctive portions of the fluroe scence to the data .
curves . In Fig. 4 we see the difficulty of correctly
ascribing the rise and Call portions of Eq. (12) to the In addition to the info rmation contained in pLots such
prope r ra te proces s . By comparing the Int ercepts at as those shown in Fig. 4 , it was also straightforward
Xoeg • I in Fig. 4 to the quenchi ng rate coefficients taken to obtain qu enching rate coefficients for the de~ict ivati On
from Br’ fluorescence measurements, we see that the of the (001) states by various collision pa rtners. Exam-
smaller ra te coefficient Is thc one due to the quench ing pies of data such as these are shown in F~gs. 5 and 6.
of Br’ by OCS. Without the quenching data from the Br’ It was not the main point of the present study to measure
fluorescence experiments , this assignment would not vibrationa l energy t ransfer  rates , and therefore only those
have been as stra ightforward , Considerable care must (00 1) quenching data that are of inte rest to the present study -

be exercised In using com~~ter programs to oxiract n ’s art ’p l ’esL nwd hc’rt ’ . i)th~’rdata of th is t ia t ur t ~.vi t lbe pub-
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FIC. 4. Typ(ca.t i~~ta for the quenching of Dr ’ and mol (00 1) obtaine d by nwntt ortng v~ fluo rescence , (a) and (b) show the rat e
of rise and fall respectively for the case of COS. Note that the rates of rise and fall are very close here , as opposed t o the cases
of CO.~ and CS1, For brevity , only data for COS are shown here, Data for CO. and CS, are qua l&taU vety similar to the ciata for COS.

V. ABSOLUTE E— V RAT E COEFFICIENT FOR

taken under conditions where the risetime Is due mainly to 
Determining the fraction of the quenching collisions

Li shed separately, flat all . The data shown in Fig. 5 were EXCITATION OF v 3 QUANTA

th equenching ofcOS(0O 1)by COS(000). IJnderthese condi~ that result in excitation of a particular molecular vibra-tions, the addition ofArshortens the rise un,e , since the tion is . althoug h straightforward in principle , a difficult
quenching of COB(001) by Ar is much more efficient than experime ntal task, Briefly, a comparison must be madethe quenching of Br ’ by Ar. This is a furthe r confi rma- between the particula r molecular fluorescence (s) of in-tion of the assignment of the rate of rise to the rate of terest , and a fluorescing species w hose relative densityCOS(0Ol) quenching. FIgure 6 shows the deactivation of is lutown (e.g. , Br ’ itself , or a molecule whose abso-C01(00l) by Br 5. This process Is i mportant to the oper-
ation of the Br’—C02 transfer laser.

2.CF

.8-

— 
is
:6 b- 

~C3~ j 2. 3 to rT
4 4 .0-

SLOPE • 260 sec
~~ 

~~ 2

~O r  ~
C -p.- *~~~~~ 9r21 ‘0.95 lou

4

6 (COSI ’ O.43 torr * I

4 SLOPE ’ i.O~~i0~ sec cr r” —k~~ 2 ’
cS

0 ‘0 20 30 40 50 6 7O~~Q gQ i,o

Ar PRESSURE (t~rrJ .4 S

FIG. 5. The quenching of COS by Ar , By monitoring the ef-
fect of Ar on lb. rise and tall portions of the fluore.cence . it
a seen that. Ar changes the rise of the COS 1001) fluorescence

signal , and therefore , the r ise of signal is due to quenching of 2 .) 30 40 50COSt0O1) by C0S(000) . The quenching of B r ’ by Az’ is lu tt e ~~~- 

~~
., Pp~~s5~~R~efficient and the fai l of CO~(001) bluorescence is unaffecteu by

Ar addition. ~~~ r~ t~u cn ~ (ti ng of ~ C).~~O I i  (~
.,
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TAB u: II. The efficiency of produc ing i’~ excitation In t he probably within t 20%, and the lower bound on F(moi(v 3)) —

quenching of Br’ by CO,, COS. and CS.. (or CO, is 0.15 , it would not be unreasonable for the ab-
solute F(mol(v ,)~’s to be uncertain by as much as a factorF(moi(i’ 2)) —fraction of of 2.

Br ’—mo l quenching coill-
Bate coefficient lions res ulti ng in excitation —

for quenching of one “3 quantum per VI . DISCUSSION
Species Br’ (295 ‘K, s~ tor r”) molecule

Our results show tha t the quenching of Br’ by CC, is
CO, 4. 9*10’ .0.4 more efficient , by over one order of magnitude, tha n the
cos 4. 6* Lo~ 0. 2 analogous quenching of Br ’ by COS and CS,. U quench-
CS5 3, 4* 10’ —0 .4 Ing were due to a nonresona nt nonadiabatic transit ion
____________________________________________________ from the electronic potential surface corre lating to the

4 ’P,,, state , then such a pronounced effect would not
.5 have been expected. Particularly In the case of COS,

lute E— V rate coeffi cient has already been established , the interaction of Br ’ with the oxygen atom is expected
such as HC 1). Details of the method employed here are to be very similar to the analogous interaction in the
describe d in the appe ndix . A summary of our results case of CO2.
for CC, , COS , and CS, is give n in Table II. These data The or&,~’tns of the different quenching efficiencies for
were obtained as follows: Fluorescence signals fron t CO,, COS , and CS2 can be seen in Fig. 7 , where molec-
CO,(001) and CO8(001) were each compared to fluores- ular states are plotted which-contai n at least one quan-cence signals from HC1(v — 1) and Br’, as well as to turn of ~3 excitation. In the case of CC,, in separate ex-
each other. AU of these experiments were done using a periment s, we have ident ified the (101) stat e as a majorsingle InSb detector , and normalizing all data to the product channel by the analysis of the stimulated emts-laser energy . Molecula r concentrations were maintained sion which originates from this level in a laser device
~ 60 ~zmHg, and the distance from the laser beam to the pumped by E — V transfer from Br’ to CO2. At this time ,
observation window was maintaIned ~ 1 cm in order to we do not know where the product energy states lie forL . minimize effects due to resonance absorption in the sam- the cases of COS and CS2, so the energy defects and
pie cell. Concentrations of the molecular species and number of quanta involved are not known. For the spe-
Br5 were varied wIdely and a multitude of data were cot- de s  COS and CS2, E— V transfer from Br’ must (a) in-
lected and analyzed. All of the data agreed to within volve a molecular state composed of more tha n two
a 10%, well within the uncertainty of a 20% which includes quanta if the Process is to be resonant , or (b) involve

• possible systematic errors. Since CS,(O01) fluoresces a larger energy defect (compared to CO.2) if onl y two
• at 1523 cm ”, the Ge :Au detector was used for compari-

— son purpose s here. This detector is not sufficiently
- 

~., sensitive to detect Br • emission, so comparison was
-
; - made between CS,(001), CO,(00l), and COS(001) fluo-

rescence. Again, the re was agreement , within : 10%, 
( 1 2 ( 1  _____ _____

1121 ’ ..between the different comparisons .: An absolute lower Limit of F(CO,(v ,))~~O. 15 for the • ______ 
120(1 ______ ______

( ( ( I )  ___________

3 C ’V  —In this experiment , CO, laser emission was obtained on 
(051 )~~,the (00l)—(100) band by optically pumping a mixtur e of 

______ ______

Br, and CO, contained in a 10.6Mm laser resonator. 28

case of CO5 was established m a  separate experiment . 35OO~~~~~ ‘°~~° 
_____

( l o l l  
~~~~~~

The source used to optIcally pump the gas mixture was ______ ______l O l l :  ______ 

(002) ..’
(201 ) ‘ _______~1a dye laser operating at e.455 nm. The intensity of the —. 2500 ( 03l(~~~

dye laser was kept low enough so tha t (Br , I  was not af 

-

_____( I l l > ’ _____________
I., 

_ _fected by the laser pulse, and the amount of Br, dis 

-

______ ) I0l)
sed ation could be calculated from the well known absorp- Z 20C0F 

______

tion coefficient of Br,. Under these conditions , we ob-
~OO%i ____

(00(1—..‘
~ served that ______

no. 10.6 ~im laser photons emitted 
~ ,, ~~ 

-

no. 485 nm photons absorbed

-
~~ Using a branching ratio of 1: 1 for the Br ’ : Br produc-

tion at 485 nm , this result establishes a definite lower - 
-

limit of 0. 15 for F(CO,(v 3)) (or the case of CO2 . 
- 

-

Typical statisticaL uncerta int ie s front ri’pca)ed mea- i I j I..
surements were nominally 10%. Because of the nature ç— -~,
of the data reduction , as described in the Appendix. we }‘tIJ . ‘. l’:trtial ~~nct’gy Leve l diagram of CO. . C~ S, and CS.
feel that systematic, ra t her than random errors , are $ h l W I f l g  unvrg ) ’  s tOIc- i  t ha t  c o r t t o z n  at least cine ) u J n t o z n  ~f ‘,

the main source of uncert ainty . in Our measurements. v~c.c l t a t i o I t . Tht ’ ,’cc ,~~ of i t t ” U( ,
~ ~~~~ , ali. . shown ‘ r the

Whereas relative Fl mol (1 3 (or CO~. CC’S. .1 ltd CS-. .1 I’C .k,tu ( ( I i  -
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quanta are to be exchanged. Without information con- and George Flynn , as well as a preprtnt of the Lemontcerning the COS and CS, product channels , it is not pos- and Flynn paper prior to its publication. We are alsosible for us to determine experimentally the respective indebted to J. Emerson and V. Kushawaha for technicalroles of energy defect and number of vibrational quanta assistance. —In contributing to the rate and efficiency of energy trans-
fer. It is clear , howeve r , f rom the results presented APPENDIX
in this paper , that as the number of quanta required to
make the quenching process near resonant (n.E — 100 To obtain the efficiency with which the quenching pro-
cm~ ) increases, quenching becomes less efficient . ~ 

cess produces a specific vibrational excitation , it is
is difficult to reconcile the quenching of Br ’ by GO,, necessary to compare the particular vibrational fluores- -

COS, and CS, on the basis of simply a multipoJ .ar Inter- cence under consideration to tha t of a species whose
action. The lowest order term’ In the multipola r expan— concentration is known. The total density of a particular
ston for the interaction of Br’ %Iil th CC, is dipole—qua - vibrational state prod uced by E— V trans fer is obtained LIdrupole, and two quanta of vibjational excitation must by int egrating
change. For the cases of COS and CS,, the interaction d/ dl [moL(v 1 ) ] , *k , _ , [ m o l j I B t .’J o exp (. . . j/ r s,. ),  (A .1)
is even weaker and surely cannot account for the mea-
sured quenching rate coefficients of 4.6 and 3. 4X io~ ~~~~ 

where k,~~ is the particular E— V rate coefficient under
torr”, respectively. It is possible tha t more titan one consideration tmoI(v s))a is the density of vibrational
type of interact ion is Important In these systems, and quanta produced subsequent to a singie photolysis event ,
tha t a combination of multlpolar interactions and non- and the other symbols have theIr usual meaning . Here ,
adiabatic transitions must be considered in reconciling we have excluded the deactivation of mol(v ,) from con-
the rates of quenching ob Br’ by CC),, CC~ , and CS,. The sideration sinc e we are only interested in the total den-
dramatic change in quenching efficiency for CO, (with an ally of species produced, irrespective of their subsequent
established product channel containing two vibrational relaxation. Integration of (A. 1) yIelds
quanta 30 cm~ from the Br’ energy ) as compared to COB Imolfr 1)1,. kg.y [moLJLBr ’lo r.r.- , (A. 2)
and CS,, is very suggestive of a resonant enhancement . -

of the quenching rate. The relatively small change in where [mol( ii ) 1, Is now the total density of vibrational
quenching efficiency of COB as compared to CS,, where quanta p~ produced by the quenching of Br ’. Since the
no analogous resonant states are available for either LHS of Eq. (A. 2) Is proportionaL to the observed rnolec-
species , Is also suggestive of a strong resonant effect ular fluorescence , we now have a basis for obtaining the
for the caoe of CC,. A study of the temperature depen- absolute E— V rate coefficient.
dencies of these rate processes should offer insight con- Let us tak e, as a basis for comparison , the fluores-
cerning these points , and these measurements are cur- cence from Br’
rently in progress in our lab. In the present experiments ,
it has not been possible to determine the primitive dis- [Br ’]s[Br ’]o exp(_t/r ,,. . (A. 3)
tribution of vibrational States because of very rapid pro- By comparing [n loL(v 1)1, to (Br ”)3, we have a direct mea-ceases such as Eq. (10) which preserve the number of sure of the efficiency with which the ~ quanta are pro-quanta , but redistribute them via resonant V — V trans fer. duced. Thus ,
In addition , we have only monitored the £‘3 fluorescence ,
since the other normal modes are either not fl~ active or [mol(vj]1_ 

fraction of Br’—rno l quenching
fluoresce at wavelengths which are too long lo be detect- t Brio 

- collisions resulting In excitation
ed with our present fl~ detectors. Thus , even though we of a single v1 quantum in the molecule

- . have measured quantitatively the branching into the vi- F(mol(p~)). (A .4)brational product channels which contain the v3 vibration,
it rema ins to measure similar E— V rates for the other Experimentally, [molfr 1)], can be obtained from the corn-
normal modes and this wil l be the subject of future study. puter generated preexponential portion of Eq. (12), here
At this point , we do not attach particular significance to denoted by A_ , ~,11. [mol(v~~, is obtained by rnu it ip tyin g

• the quantum yields for excitation of v3 vibrations as A ,_ 14~1, by ) r ,,. (r~~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ since A,,01~,4 , is
shown In Table II. Because of the experi mental difficul- given by

~ .,(mol)(Br )0Ucs in measuring F(mol(v ,)), the relative values of the 
T~~1(~~)I 

(A. 5)F(mol(v ,)) listed in Table II are only accurate to 20%, =

and the absolute values are only certain within a factor
of two. Also, partic ular care shouid be exercised in In comparing the measured intensit ics , a nu mber of
drawi ng concLusions from these data since information experimental considerations must be added to (A. 4)
concern ing the E— V excitation of the other normal modes yielding
for the se species are not yet available. For the case of
CS,, for Instance , it is energetically possible to excite ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~a~ Uv~ )t sotiw)~~

[Br ~~0two v3 quanta in the quenching of Br ’, whe re CC, and
COS can each only receive one quantum of i’3 excitation. 

< 
A’(Br ’) 

~~ D’tr Mm oi(~~~
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where A’ Is the Einstein coefficient (or spontane ous the relat ive £— V rate coefficients (e.g. , F(CO,(i’,)~ vs
emission, T La the transmission of the interference (IL- F(COS(v3 ) )~.
icr(s) , D’ is the detector response at the particular The largest sources of uncert ainty in deriving absolutefrequency on interest , 7~ is th e waveLengt h of the cmii- 5 — V rates from Eq. (A .6) are the spontaneous emis-sion, and (trapping (actor for moL(v~)] account s for reso- sion lifetimes of the fluorescing species . Garstang””nance absorption , by unexcited molecules , of radiation esti mates an uncertaint y of 20% for the Br’ Lifetime ,• that Is emitted from the photolyzed volume. It is not

and similar uncerta intie s exist for the molecular life -necessary to account for absorption of Br’ emission be-
times which are obtained from Integrated absorptioncause of the low density of Br atoms and the long spon- data. Consequently, we feel that the absolut e £— V ratestaneous emission lifetime (1.1 a) of Br’. Trapping of are only certai - to within a factor of two.resonance radiation is a complex phenomenon and it is

wisest to choose experimental conditions in a way that
puts the trapping factor as close lo unity as is possible. 

•The term (k5tmoL~+k,(ar,~] /~,( moL~ accounts (or some t~~ , Hu sain and H. J . Donovan, Adv . Photoch*m. 6, 1 (1971)
• of the 8r being deactivated by tr, and therefore being and reference s cited therein . This i s a  review of the ic instics

unava ilable for exciting the molecular species . The fac— of electronically excited halogen atom s ,
tori ~~~~~~ and [Br ), are taken directly from the data. 2 1~. J. Donovan , 13. Hu main , and C, D. Stevenson . Trans.

Faraday Soc. 65. 2146 (1970) ,
It is also possible , and sometimes very convenient , ~~ a. Leone and F. .3. Wodsrczyk , J. Chem. Ithys . 60 , 314

to compare the molecular fluorescence from the species ( 1974) .
under consideration to that of a molecular species whose ‘F, .3, Woda*cayk and P. 13. Sackeit . Chem, Phys . 12, 65
5— V rate coefficient is well known. In this regard, (1976).

1A . Har ir l , A . 13. Peter se n . and C. ~V&tt Ig, J. Che m. Phys .using the excitation of HCL to the v — I  state as an exam- 
•~ ~~ U970) .pie, (A. 6) becomes A , U. Petersen , C. Wittig , and S. H, Leone , 3, App L . Phy s.

:- F(lnol(vj) 4 ,I,Lil rj~. ~..r~4ii~t i l .,&trii 47 , LOSt (1976) .
F(IICI) Avctl l ’s ,. .l’j ê tl ae ,  

1A. Hartrt  and C. W I tti5 (unpublished ) .
A. B. Petersen , C. Wittig , and S. K . Leone , AppI , Phys .

A’(HCi) T~~1 D?.~ A(mol(pj ) Lett. 27 , 305 ( 1975) .XA~(mot(&, )) ~~~~~~~~~~~ X~ iCl) ~A . B. Petersen , L. W. Bravermsri , and C . t V t t t ig .  J. Appi.
Phys . 4$ , 230 (1977),

kr’[Hcl] (trapping factor for moi(&’A )) 
(A ‘7) 

‘ A . T . l’r stt . Jr . and It . 13. Combe . J . Chain. i’hya . 65 ,* kr(moL~ (trapping factor for HCI) ‘ 2096 (1976) .
~0. I’. Quiqley and U . 3, Wolga , 3. Chem. Phy s. 62 , 4ti60where it is understood that HCI is excited to the v — i  (1975) .

state. ~~ J. Ewing , Ch em. Ptt ys. Led . 29 , 50 ( 1974) .
“i. H. Zimme r man and T . F . George , 3, C . S. Faraday II ,Whereas the use of Eq. (A. 6) has the advantage of 71 2030 (1975) ,

constituting more of a direct measurement t han the use 14R . 3. Donovan . C . Fotakia . and lii. F . Golda , 3. C , S.of Eq. (A.7), there are a number of difficulties associ- Faraday 11. 72 , 2055 (1976) .
ated with the use of Eq. (A. 6) . These difficulties stem ‘t K. H . Wilson . £rr.ihd Sta id Ch ,sisf r ~ , edite d by J. N . Pilts ,
mainly from the lower signal levels of flr ’~ the require— Jr . (Gordon and B reach , New York , 1970) , p. 33.
ment of usi ng more than one interference filter to obtain 4We have been am azed by the inert char acter of th is wax In

- 
- Br’ signals , and the large change of D from 3685 cm~ 

the presence of Um ~ . - ,

‘~J. Fin al and C . U . Sloore . J. Chern . Ph)u . 63. 22~5 ( 197$) . —(Br’ emission) to many of the lower frequency molecular ‘
~~~ . ~~~~~~ and C . W. Flynn (unpubtishedi.frequencies of interest. The use of Eq. (A. 7) avoids 0 3. Donovan and D. Husain , Trans . Farad ay Soc. 62 ,these difficulties and , In addition , minimizes difficulties 2643 (1966) ,

due to radiation trapping. In this regard , in comparing 7 J. K . Hancock , U, F, Starr , and W, H . Green . 3. Che m ,
fluorescence from two molecular species with compara- Phys. 61, 3017 ( 1974) .
ble spontaneous emission lifetimes (e. g. , CC, and COS), “13. SI , H opkins , A. Daron av .kt , and II . L, Chi~n , 3, Che m.
the effects due to radiation trapping are very similar ~~Y~ - 59 , 536 (1973) .

~K. K . Ilul and T. A . Cool, 3. Che m. Phy s. 65 , 3536 ((976 1. F
for each Species, and thus do not constitute a significant 

~D. It . Siebert and U. W. Flynn, 3. Ch em, P1w,, 64 , 4973source of error. (1976) .
It should be cautioned that the use of Eq. (A. 6) and/or N C. C. Dav is and K . .1. McFar lane , .3. Chem. L ’hys. 66 ,

3709 (1976) .(A. 7) to cbtain absolute 5— V rate coefficients is dif- 
~~~~ . ~~~ and C. Wit t i g (unpublished ) .

— ficult , requiri ng considerable experimental care. The ~$fl , ~ Car st ang. F,,vbj d,ki, Tvaa eftrn,,s ,,, .4tornfr mid .~tø-accumulation of systematic errors from the var ious - 
~~ Ierslar Proe~~ ses . edited by 13, R. Dates (Academ ic, New

per iment al factors inevitably resul ts in error Limits of York , 1962) .
a 20% , for the best of cases. This is the uncertainty of ~R. II .  Car sla n it . 3 . Hes .  Nat . Bur . Stand. A 6$ , ~t ~~9t~4) .
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~vi i .  Electronic to vibrational energy tran sfer , from Br(42P112) to

H2O~
A. Hanri and C. Wittig
Dep~~uni’ui of Eiacmnc& Eng.neenag and Physics. University of S,nahen, C4mjorni,j . tnners i:y P ark,
Lea Angeles. Cmilifo,rna 90007
(Received 23 tktuber $‘177)

A pulsed dye laser has berm used to phololyt icaily produce c*cited bromine atoms in the 4~P1, 1 state in a
flowm. pa mature containing 9,,, H ,O, and Ar. By momulonng the tune resolved molecular fluorescence
horn the stretching vibranosts of 14,0. II was possible to determine ( I )  the rate coefficient for the
quenching of Br’ by H~O. (2)’the fraction of the quenching collisions which result in ezenation of the

F (001) and/or (100) state, and h) various V—V , K, T energy transfer rate coefficients for H;O’. Our
results indicate that energy Itj istter from Br’ to H ,O is a fast and mode tpeci ii process. A companion to
other &‘-hydnde systems is made.

I. IN’T ROOUCTION to vibrational ( E —  V) energy tran sfer front B r .  ~Second , by studying energy transfer from Br’ to FI,O,Th. collisional deexciution of electronically excited
• halogen atoms in the ‘P~,, state, wi th accompanying we hope to contribute to an understanding of the mech-

anisni(s) of E— V energy transfer in simple molecularvibrational excitation in the molecular quencher , has
become the subject of considerable experimental t ’  systems.
and theore tic-s.l~~~” investigation in recent years. For II. EXPERIMENTALlow electronic excitat ions , in which only one or two
vibrational quanta are involved , such proces ses can be The experimental techn ique used in the present study rhighl y mode specific and there is a clear indication is Laser induced fluor escence , and our particular
that reson ant ener gy tran sfer is the preferred quenching arrangement has been described in detail prev iously. ~~‘route when this channel is available . Away from reso- In the work repo rted here ,- H~0 dilute in Ar was injectedF nance , it is still possible to efficientl y excite the vibra- into a flowing Br a, Ar mix sufficiently upstream from
tion al degr ee of freedom of the quenching species, but the fluorescence cell to Insure prope r mixing . Pres-
here there are no clear propensity rules , and each cane sures were measured with a corrosion resist ant carac-
seems to be somewhat special . itance manometer ( MKS). Since both H,0 and Br~ were

dilute in Ar , the Sound velocities for the Br a . Ar andThe present experimental study describes the quench-
ing of Br( 4 ’?m, : ), herea fter referred toas Br ’, by 14,0, H~0/Ar samp les were very near ly the same and no cor - Fm

rections to the measured partial pressures were neces-with re sulting excitation of the (001) and/or (100) sary , 2° Flashlamp pumpe d dye lasers (Chrornat ix andstates. Water vapor occupies a unique role in vibra- Pha se-R, 5 and 15 mJ , resp ectively) operating neartional energy transfer because of the stro ng anisotrop ic 490 nm were used to create Br ’ on a time scale short— forces (such as hydr ogen bonding) between water mole- compared to that of the subsequent kinetic process es.cules and a nu mber of collision pa rtner s. 14,0 is an
extremely efficient , chemical ly stable quenching partner
for species such as CO,,” HF v I4 and many others. Moat
previous work concerning energy transfer between 14,0
and other molecules was done using ultrasonic, impact
tube , and shock tube techniques. 15 17 

I

A schematic of the 14,0 and Br energy levels and 
~~~

, 
~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~

- 

~~ 
-energy transf er processes is shown in Fig. 1. In ad-

dition to the proximity of the (001), (100), and (020) .~~ 

‘

~~~
“ 

~~~~~ ~-~ --~~~~ 
‘ 

- -

states , there Is considerable coupling of these vtbra- ~ . 3C~-\~~ / -

F., -lions [(001) and (100) via Curiou s interaction , ( 100)
and (020) via Fermi interaction, and (001) and (020) 

~ 20~O~ 
- 

-~via Cor iolis Interaction t ) , p

The purpose of the present experiments is twofold.
Firs~ we require accurate rate coefficients for the 

5~~ (010’

Br ’— H ,O system in orde r to correctly det ermin e the
potential of the 11,0 laser which is pump ed by electro nic

U _ _ _  _ _ _ _

11G . 1, 1:te rgy level ~t ia~ r azn showing Ow lou I v i mig  st.*te~. of
“Re search supported by the U, S. Army Researc h Office unde r the i t r + U :t) system. The straight .m rrows indic~ttc the V — V .Grant No. DAAG2S-76-G-0124 , and by the Donors of the R . T procesnea of the H~C) rnoh’euie. Spontaneous .‘ m n m ~~~men

Pelrol.um Research F und , admi niste red by the American (labelled J~i’) In momturt-d on the 1001) ( OmiOl uF~ - - LOOt — u 1300)
Chemical Society. b~ndi , wi th the (001) — t000) band henug the vtrv~nger emitter .
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11G. 2. TypicaL H20’ ts’~, v1 )

aging eight traces. Here .

_

~; 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

fluorescence signal afte r ave r-

(ll~Ol+(Br 2j ~~O.61 to rr , XH,O
0.042 , and the d1-~- laser

energy was 15 mJ.
-

, F
I

• C

a 5
At 490 am , Br, photolysts produces Br’ and Br in ap- HzO(OO1) + H~0(000) — H~C( 100 )
proximately a 1: 1 ratio. ” Mirrors were used to mul-

+ H~0(000) 104 cm~~, (5)
tipt. pass the dye laser beam through the fluorescence
cell thereby improv ing -S /N . Spontaneous emission Is extremely rapid (k~~ iO~ sec~ torr ’ at 295 °K) . 53 Due
was observed at right angles to the laser beam with a to this very strong collisional coupling of u 3 and t’~ , we
Large area InSb photovo ltaic detector fitted with a cannot treat these state s separately In the experiments
cooled (77 ‘K) Interference filter (FWHM ’ 1.0 ~ m cen- reported here and thus we will treat the stretching
tered at 3.0 ~tm) in order to eliminate scattered laser vibrations as a single energy state during much of this
light and reduce the background flux incident on the paper. Also, emissions from the (001) — (000 ) and (100)
detector. Si~~als from the detector were amplified , — (000 ) bands are strongly overlapped in frequency,

• digitized, averaged, and recorded with an XY plotte r preventing precise identification with interference filter
as reported previously. ’ One such typical signal Is resolution.
shown in Fig. 2. Since these .Zata are of the type where Deactivation of li5~~ I/ 3~ v~) occurs via the followingl’rt.. T no~ data analyses must oe done with a computer ,
and this is described below . Fluorescence from Br ’ processes:

was strongly overlapped by 1420
1 emission and It was H20(i’3, u~)+ H,0( 000)~~ H,O(0n0) + H,O( 0~i0 ; . ( 6)

not possible to monitor Br ’ directly. H,O( v 2, t’~ ) + Br 2~3 H~O(0n0) Br 2 , (7)
Br , (Aristar grade, Briti sh Drug House , 99. 8%) was H,O( i’,, v~) + Ar H,O(OnO) + Ar .  (8)purified by repeated distillation from 255 to 77 ‘K fol-

‘owed by slow passage over P20,. 1420 was degassed The H,~~ v 3, t’ ,) density is given by
at 295 and 273 ‘K. Ar( Airco, 99. 998~ ) was passed

10through a trap at 77’K. 14,0/Ar and Br,/Ar gas mix- IH,O( 1’3,
tures were prepared separately in 12 liter pyrex bulbs 

- 
Vb’r * —

prior to a given run and allowed to mix thoroughly be- x [ex p~ ” v s,~t ) 
— exp~~ 

- ‘Br ” l ,  (9) Pfore use . In addition, the glass apparatus was sea-
soned by exposure to Br 2 and H,0 several hours before where [Br ’10 is the density of Br ’ produced by the
each experiment, laser-, and t 5r~ and i-, , ,, are the lifetimes of Br and - - -

H50( i’3, v 1 ), respect ively. Here, we assume i mplicitly
III . RATE PROC ESSES that excitation is a simple process as described by (3 ) .

The production of Br ’ by laser photolysis takes place Thi s of course is not the case , and (3) can be broken
down to the separate processes:on a time scale which is short compared to that of the

subsequent kinetic processes. Following photolysis, Br ’ + H2 0(O0O)~.L° Br 14,0(001), (10)
- , removal of Br’ proceeds by way of Br ’+ H ,0(000)~.1’B r + H ,O(100) . (11)

Br ’. H,O(000)~.1 Br+ H,O(all states) (1) However , because of the very rapid equilibration of the
and (001) and (100) states via (5), we can take these two

Br’. Br,~ Br+ Br,. ( 2) states to be in equilibrium with relative populations
given by

Deactivation of Br ’ by Ar is very inefficient” and does 
[14 0(001)1 

- ~12)not contribu te to Br ’ removal under our experimental {140(100) ] _ C
conditions. Process (1) can be furthe r separated as
per the vibrational states of H,O: at 295 ~K.

Br’, H,O( 000)~~ Br. H,O(v 3, p s ) ,  (3) Experimental conditions are maintaine d such that all

Br’, B,O(000)~~Br, H,O(OnO) , 
kinetics are sensibly first order. Rite coefficients are
obtained from the observed lifetimes:

where n • 0, 1, 2, and (v ,, p’s) indicates one quantum of •‘ k f H Ol ~~fBr 2 ] .  ~13)
etiher v3 05. v 5 vibration. Collisional energy transfe r
between the (001) and (100) states: ~~~~~ k ,[H,OJ + k,[ Br ,J + ~s[Ar 1 , 14)

28
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FIG . 3. Hate of fluorescence rise (a) and tall Ib) as a function of sample mote fract ion. Eac h point represents an average of
nominally 128 separate traces. Tb, straight lines are least square s fits to th~ data ,

by the usua l systematic variations of concentrations. 145, and 29. 3 mccc. respectively. We feel that these

cence signals are comparable, it was necessary to use be found in the literature. In analyzing the data , it is
Since the observed rise and fall times of the fluores- values are mos t accurate even though other values can

a computer curve fitting routine to extract -
,~~, and necessary to include emission from i 100) as well as

(001):

z”~ 
tH ,0(001lI (H~0( l00~ ( 1 5)IV. RESULTS 

400

By varying the mole fraction (N) of the gas sample where I ” - fluorescence intens ity, r refers to the
while measuring ifl,, and T~~~1, we obtained the data spontaneous emission Lifetime , and we have assumed
shown in Fig. 3. There is a natural ambiguity in that the 104 cm ’ diff erence in emission freq uencies is
ascribing i ,~1, and ~~~ to the prope r kinetic processes, not important . Since collisiona l mixing of tOOl ) and
and this Is clear from Inspection of (9) . With T $r’ ( 100) results in an equilibrium of these states as per
‘~ ‘r,3 ,4 , the rise time i sa  measure of 1 ,., while for ( 12), (15) reduces to

the rise time is a measure of r,2 ,. Fiazi
and Moore have measured energy transfer ra Le coeffi - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0. 621i1~Oi I’3, z~) l ( 16)
cients for the (001) and (100) states of H,O,’3 and thus 100% ~‘400

we are able to assign the N 1 intercept in FIg, 3(b) to
the rate coefficient for removal of the (equilibrated) TAIILE t, Summar ~ of the rate muasut ’enwnts .
stretching mode excitation . The rate coefficients (k 1,

.4 - )s I ’
- . k,, A’,, A’,) obtained from Fig. 3 are listed in Table I,

I ~~~~~~~~~ 4,’ ~~~~~~~~~~In obtaining rate coefficients from the intercept s shown —

‘II )‘‘I)ftIII -
~ I~~’ 1 1 1 ,4 44 ,t~~~- -.L - : . -I - • 44 t~ I’in Fig. 3(b), it was necessary to include the quenching ,;,. ~~~ • II’ .’~

4 - of H,0(v,, v1) by Ar. r In the region near X a 0 in Fig. U, . • I ’ -  O r .  O r - O _  ~~~~ - 

3(a), data were coUected and anlayzed separately in ,. , ~, • -

order to obtain an accurate intercept . ~‘ at  I.’ oI qu.-,a IIl,,g ~-“II -~k’Ila tv-  lull
In ~~%~~)IJI Iofl ol II)),), 

~ A,j

Tb. absolu te rate k 2 for excitation of H,0(z ’~, v1) was - ‘r l I ’ ul

obtain d by comparing the fluorescence intensity of 14~Q~ I ‘ ‘ I t )  4 )4 )0 ) ) )  L. I) tm.) ’)  • II (MU,, ’I) ( L U  • U , ~
) - • - 40 ’’

1, 1 , 0 ’) - 4 - ’with that of HCI(t ’ • IL This is an elaborate procedure ,
and details of the experimental technique and data anal- 1) 0) . 1 1 )  — l I U) I~.U) Ur ~ 3 ~) .  40 ’

,0 .- ,I. 1I’•~ysis are given in Ref. S and will not be repeated here . ~~==— ~~~~ . • • . • • --

We should ilk. to emphas ize tha t the largest sources ‘Thc uppe r entry is in units of st-c”t t ,trr ’; the lo~ et ’ t’nt rv 0)

of error in these meuurements are systematic rather in units ot cm 3 molceule”~ see”’.
‘The uncertainty includes the possibility of systemat ic ~sthan random. In the work reported here , values of 174
145 random errors .and 17 cm ”2 atm ” ~(295 ‘K) for the (000) — (001) and (000) 1
~~ fero n e .!.• ( 100) band strengths of H,0,” and 135 cm”’ atm ”t (295 ~~~~ val ue agrees well with previous litera ture values (x-o m

K) for the 0— 1 band strengtb of HCI” were used. The ~~ ~~~~~~~

corresponding spontaneous emission Lifetimes •ire 13. 4, ‘Rekr ’e nec .~3.
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• - - - - - • .  • (Ion, where detailed balance is used to make the appro-
— ~~~~~~~ ( L ~~. 

-
~~ pr iate corr ection for rates which are measured in the

endolh ormic ’ dire ct ion.  In the case of 11.0, this resu lts
o — I Lit  two i~tssIb (e va lues for the quench ing pr ’ibabil i ty

- - since we do not know whethe r ( I s  proceeds cia ( 10) or-r 
~~~ 

-

~ ( I I ) .
~‘.4 The mode spec ific nature of the energy tr an sfer1 formed in collisions of Br ’ with 11,0. Because of the I -

( 5 ’ -W ( v 5 + 9 , pro cess suggests that a long lived intermed iate is not

Z 
~CN 90”.(OO!l  

~ late this probab ility us ing standard perturbation theo~~

4,~

high quenching probability , it is not possible to calcu.

‘-~ ‘-  techniques. We should , nevertheless , like to make a
0 , - few comments concerning the two vehicles of energy

~ H CI 9~~/. H t r ansfer , muitipo Li r interactions m d  nofladiabatic
tr ansitions , which may be responsible for the observed—

—4 E —  V transfer.
I M0LECIJL~~ (‘)L.~METE PS
— The lowest order nonva nishi ng term aris ing fro m the
I s-~ ~~~ - b u g -  r ang e multipo lar field in t er act i on  of Dr w i th  H~O ~~0

~4 ( N  3.36 ~ is clipole—quadrupole. ’° Rough calculations of ti-ansi-
~~~~~~~ ~1C’ 3.~ 6 

~~~~ ~ç.- 
• 

-~ T i (ion probabilities , using this interact i on , ind ic ate  that
l-i~~ r ~,- 4 i - -

r -
~ 

th~s in teract ion alone can adequately acc ount for our
- j  - I - -

- - - 
observations, In these calculations, we have used LI

~ ~~ .~y ~~~~ - ,-, f i r s t  -order perturbat ion theory to compute the transi-
~.E (C r- ) t ion probabilities following Sharma and Iii - :iu. “ We

FIG. 4. Probab ility of quenching per collision vs e’ne- r~~- have used the integrated absorption data fu r  1I.0~ to
defect for all hvdrid t,’s sh ich arc known to quench tir ’ via obtain the transit ion dipole moment , anit ti~t’ r .~nsttion
F — V  tran sfer. All pro babil ities are for the- e~othe’rrnic dire~- quadrupul e moment of 13r — Br ’ was t aken f rom (Jar-
lI on . The ’ sources of the’ data arc : I(F(uppc r l .3 IIFI .lower) , ’ stang . The computed probabilities are -‘t uruer unity
II CN , 4 lid , t and 1Il’r.~ The uppe r and I over  cIrcles for the indicat ing ~a) that the use of pertur b ation theory is not
e ast’ of II~O n- i c r  to It u islcr t u b  the ’ SOOt )  auii l 5100) states , v a lid , .uid (b) abthou ~h an accurat e com p a r ison b. tweenrespectively. The nicasurod efficienc Ies 

~~~~~~~~ 
k~) into psrt ic.-

u l ar  product ~t~ tes arc also listed . ~tIolceuIa r itannitcr s arc exper iment and theory is not possible. it is clear that
- - fro m fiat. 28. The diamete r of Br is taken to b~ the same as the dipote—quadrupole interaction eaa acc ount for our

K r 53 .60 A). observations . Similar considerations appli ed to the
case of Br ’ • HF also show that the observed E — V
transfer here can be explained by a dipole —quadrupote
interaction. For molecules where energy transfer is Lwhere iH ,~~0 O 1 ) J . f H ~O(1 OO)j~~(H,O(e ,, v 1)~. Since T00L much less resonant (HCN , HCI , HBr , .  . . 5 . the ob-

Is an order of magnitude smaller than r~~ , most of the served quench ing rates cannot be accounte o for by the
observed emission emanates from the (001) state. multipolar interaction , as the computed probabilities

Analyses of Six sets of data yield an absolute rate are very much smaller than the measured probabili-
coetftcient A’, which is 25% higher than the quenching ties. Here , nonadi ab atic transitions between the two
rate coefficient A’1. It is not surprising that we mea- electronic potential surfaces must be responsib le for
sure A’, ?k i, as the (00 1) and (100) states are not corn- the observed energy transfer processes.
plete ly equilibrated during the measurement and selec- We are presently measuring the temp erature depen -Live pumpi ng of (001) would produce this result, Since dence of the E — V energy transfer rate coefficients Inil ls not possible to produce more than one quantum of order to further determine the mechanisms whereby
(v ,, v 1) excitation per quenching collision (and given the energy transfer occurs.
possible systematic er rors ithis measurement shows
that k,~~k ,. This point is noted in Table L AC K NOWLEDGMEN IS

• V. DISCUSSION The authors gratefully ackn owledge a number of very
useful discussions with J. F tn zi , D. Shim , and J. Tiee,The excitation of H,0(v ,, i- i ) via Br ’ quenching is an

example of a fast , resona nt , mode specific energy
transfer process in which electronic and vibrational ‘H. J . Donovan , I) . Husain . and C. 1). Ste’veto-o. - Trans .
degrees of freedom are coup led. Transfe r to the (001) Faraday Soc. 66 , 2148 11970).
state is 71 cm” endoth erm lc , while transfe r to (1001 Is ~S, H . Leone and F .  J. Wodarca vk , J. Chum . Ph~s . 60, 314

33 cm ”’ exothermic. Figure 4 compares the quenching 3F. J . Woda rcayk and P . B, Ssckett , Cho m. Phvs . 12, (Uprobability at 11,0 to those at other hydrides. Those
species listed In Fig. 4 ar~’ aJl of the hydrides which 

~~~~. H art r i ,  A . Ii. Peterson , aj-,d C. Wt t t n ~, .5 , C hum .  ~~
are known to quench Br ’ efficiently via E — V exchange. 65, t~~: (L97 ~) .
The probabilities are show n for the exotherm ic dlre c-. 4 A. Iiii r lr i and C. Witt ig, .5. Che m . I’h~s. 67 , i-i 34 s1~
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VI II. Temperature dependence of the quenching of Br(42P112) by 

I

CO2 and HCI with accompanying vibrational excitationm
~

Henna ~~~~~~ end Curt Wttti~
~ £kcincsi £n~u.w,nsg sad F *j ’sics, Ll.uswmt p of So,Mer,, (‘.jI~/o ’,ii. S aiw.-n:j ~ Pj, &.

Lw 4q~~~ C.4(onut. W3007
(R.c.ved I) Dicember 1977)

Llectronic to vibra tional CE — F) energy transfer from create Br’ atoms on a ti me scale short compared to
excited halogen atoms in the stats to small mole, that of the subsequent kinetic processes . G~. m ixt ures
cules ha. been the subj ect of colptder able recent inves- consist ing of Br 1, the nuolecujat ’ gas , and an Ar bufterugstioa ’ 5  Several mechanisms , such as long -range were irradiated by the dye laser In the heated fluorea-
mul tipota r interactions, ” short -range repulsive inter- cence cell. Time resolved fluorescenc e from the mo-act ions , and nonadt~battc curve crossings1 have been lecular species was collected with a S emil  CaF, lenssuggested as being responsible for this proc ess , The and dIrected through a narrow -band Interference fi lt erdetermt naUott of rate coedlictents aton, at a single onto the laSh detector. Data were digitall y averagedtemperatu re canno t distinguish between thes, different until ~‘/ .V> 10 was achiev ed. Ar and CO, were purifiedmechan isms . For this reason , we hay, measured the as describ ed prev iously. ’ HCI (Mat heson 99. fl) wastemperature depend enc, of the quenching of Br (4 ’P,,2 ) , distilled from an &sopentane slush ( 1L3 ’K) to a vesselhereafter referred to as Br ’, by small molecules. In at 77 ’K with only the middle fraction retained .particula r , we are intere sted in those systems for Under our experimental conditions , th. rate of risewhich E— V transfe r has been id.nt Lf led as a major of the fluo rescence curv e is given byqu.nching channe L . In this communication , we report
example , at such temperature depend ences. for the r1~,s k~t 13r 1J • k~tmoII , (1)
cases of Rd and CO,, to the temperatur, range 295—
6081(. The fractions of quenching collisions resulting where V.p. is the collisiona l lifetim, of Br ’ and 4, and
in excitation of H CI( v -1 ) and C03(v5) are 0.95 ’ and 5, a re the rate coeffic ients for quenchinc of Br ’ by Br~
0.4 , ’ respectively . The temperature dependence of the and the molecular species, mel, respectively. Dtvid-
quenching of J l( 5 2p

111) by a numb er of collision partners 1 111 Eq. ( 1 )  by the total pres sure p we get
has been reported previously , ~~ However , vibrationa l (pr ,,.) ~~~ ~ l ) t ,, . (2 )
excitation in the molecules was not detected In these
exper imenta m d  there fore the contr ibut ion of the E — V where 

~~~~~ 
(a the mole I~actton of 1IC1 or CO? . The i-ate

coefficient 5. wag determined fro m a linea r plot ofcha nnel to the total quench ing is unknown . 
(pv ) ’  vs 

~~~~~ 
which neids a s1o.pe of 5 - 5 , and an

In the present study we have used laser induced flue - interc ept of k~ At eac h temperature, T,,. was mea-
reseence to measure the quenchi ng of Br ’ by HCI and sured (or at least 7 different 

~~~~~ 
in the rang, 0 05—0. 35, ~ ICO,, with acc ompany ing vibrati onal excitat ion in the and at several different tota l pressu res for each mole

molecular species . The main features of the experi - tr act ion. Also , a portion of each sample wa~ direct ed
ment have been described previously. ’.1’ For the tern - into a second cell mnaiMaliwd ~I room temperature , and
perature dependence measurements , a fluore scenc e cell the room temperature rate coefficient wa, measured
was constructed of an fl~-3 glass tube , onto which a 2. 5 concom itant ly to serve as a check on the pur ity of the
cm dia m sapphire window was directly fused at the samp les. 11w room temperat ur , rile coefficients we re
center. Th. cell was enclosed in a Coppe r sleeve which in good agreement with previously pubtish,d values . ~~~
was wrapped with ru ichrome heati ng wire. The fur nace A change in the temp erature of the sample leads to Sassembly was the rmally insulated by tIre br ick . Tern- change in the ave rage velocity 01 the molecules ~- antiper atu r , variat ions dur ing an S-h period were S *21( . hence to a chang, in collision f requency Thus , (t imTemperature gradients along the center portion of the niost gern iane to convert the measured rate coeltieient scell were about 4’K, with the window being the coolest i nto average cross sections (~, ~ S fl for the pre sentpa rt . ‘To min imI ze temp era tu re gradient s in the sam- di scussion . The cross sections for the qu enching ofpie , th. laser beam passed 3 cm below the window, A Br’ by HCl and CO, are au mmar iaed in Fig . 1~flashlamp pumped dye laser (Chrom atix C M X-4 , 1—4 -

mJ, 1 ~&sec F~VHM ) operat ing near 490 am was used to from Fig . I il ls clear that CO3 exhibits a negatIve
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that for such X’ + llY systems (X . Yahsioge ns) , E —  I’
32F ,~~•co, • - tran sfer proceeds via nonadiabat ic transitions between

. B~~.HO ~ c rossing potential surfaces . For Br • 1ICI this means
c ross ing between the ~4’ surface of Br’ + H CL(v -0)

- - and the i,4~~ •uif ace of Br • HC )(v - 1). Our results

• 
support th is mecha nism , further indicat ing that this
crossing takes place at an ener gy accessible to a large

V - • traction of th. collisions even at room temperatu re .
~ In conc Lusion , the results presented here suggest that
Ut

- 
it.24 £ ~ A £ £ - both muttipolar long-range Interact ions and nonadlabatic

curve crossing s are important mechanisms in specificA H — V t ransfer processes . However, as the relative
cont r ibut ions of the various mechanisms vary with each200 

~~~~~ 
S4~iO cas e studied , more data are required before more gen.

FIG , I. Cr-os. uscilons (or the deaclivaltos of Br(4 ‘P,13) by era l conclusions can be drawn . Such experiments are
c01 .~d iict. The mc.rtataty is * 10%. Probabilit ies may he cur rent ly in progress in our laborat ory.
obta ia.d by dlvkfts g by the gsa kuwlic cross section , c, . ( ,/ 4)

where ~~,. 5d1 . 3. 60 A , d,c,~~3.3l A , and
4co3 ~~~~~~~~ W RoCe are h supyorted by the Army Resea rch OUtc. s.a.i by the

Donors of the Petroleum Rasearch Fund admigiste red by the
Ame rican Chemical Soc iety.

~~~~ leave from Ut. Surt-q Nuclear Research Center , Yav nc ,
temperature dependence, a trend predicted for a long- Israel.
rang. ttttertc tton at near vesonmce.~~~ This a corn- ~~~ • llar tr i sail C. Witt ig, J. Client. t3liya. $7 , 44S 4 ii97’~~, 

3 -

and referen ces c tt ’d tl,e r~’in ,patible with a major chann el of the quenchi ng of Br ’ by 
‘It I). Coomhe and A. T. Pr ,tt , J r .,  J. Client . P hys. 66 .CO, being H— V transfer to CO1 (10 1) with . — 30 52 14 ( i97 7) .cm~~, as was pr,ytou siy suggested .’ We shouldemp hasixe ‘A ,~. Urtmley end P. L. Houston (unpebtistwti .

that H — V  transfer to vibrational levels of CO, other l(~~) ~f Zimmerman and T, F. George , J. Client . Ph > s .  61,
t han the (101) state may contribute to the observed ~~.,s (1974) . (bi J. Client. Sot- . Faraday Trans. ii 71, . 03u
cross sections since excitation of v, only accounts for (1975).
— 40% of the quenching . ‘J. 2- Ewing, Che at . l’hya. h i t . 29~ SO (1974).

R. 2 . Donovan , C. Fotakis , said SI. F. Gold,, , J .  (‘hem, Soc.H — V transfer from Br’ to HC I(v • 1) is 789 cm ” Far sisy Trans . ii 72 . 2055 i l976L
exotbsrmtc , and baaed on comparison with V— V tr an s- ‘S. H. Leone and F. J. Woda r czyk . 2. Client. Pbys. 60 , 3 i4
fer processe s of similar .~E, one would expect a post- ( 1974),
tive temperature depende nce. Our results show that ~ Deaki n and 0. Hu sain . J. Client. Soc . Far a day rrans .

ii 68. 1603 (197 2) .the cross sections are almost Ind ependent of tempera- 
~ Fotak s and R. 2. Donovan ~to be piabIi ~hed),bare in the range 300—600-K . Also, the cross sections “A. Ha rtri. A. 8. Peterson , and C. Wittig, 2 . Cheat. )~hva .are too large to be accounted for by the tong-range cs t sn ~~ ti-

inultipolar interaction as the energy transfer is quit e ‘(a) H. 0. Sharma and C. .k. Brau , Pity. . Rev . L.tt. 19.
far from resonance. It has recent l y been proposed’ 1273 (1%? ) . (ii ) 2 . Client . Phys. 50 , 924 (19693 .
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~ x. Temperature dependence of electronic to vibrational energy
transfer from Br(42P113) to ‘2C02 and ‘3CO~

Henna Reisler and Curt Wittig

~~penm..t-ts of Ekctncef £i,giaeenitg and Physics. L’nivercuy of Suethe”i (‘,,hjo ’ni4. t ’ii,w rsus ~~~~~

Lu* .4ngeLes. Ca1tJ~’is ’u ~Ak5) 7
( Received I June 107*)

Temperature d~pendcnt quenching crises ~ecsions (or the ~olhaionaI deactis iti on of Or~4’P 1 b) (.‘O: and

wet-, ik*ermmed by monttOru%$ the time resolved moI~~gl*r ñuørev.rn~e f rom the i - sibratksnal

mode of CO~. These cruel sections decrease with inc reasing temperature in she rang e ~0b—4iO0 K,

ip4ic.sing that near resonant chjnnels dom i nate the quenching pe.xesses in bot h molecules rIt. r,~ ’m

temperature r ate coefficients foe the qucnching of 1k’ by “CO, and - ‘CO are (~ 0 a O ~) IO ’ and

(2 .3aO l) I 0~ see - tot-v . resp tively . w it h s~~ut half of the quenching collisions re-suitin g in evcitailon of - 
4

the v , misk in the ca ’e of each tnokeuk Ii~ m inilonaig itt. amplitudes A the s’ ftuorev.~enie sig n~is

frcm “CO. at different temperatures. the temp erature dependen ce of the ek..trttn ,e to vtbrj t iott .a ( E — I ’ )  - 
I

energy transfer ~‘rots sections nh) *111ev cont aintng i- C ctistiUn was ~bUiiiCd The esperimental rcsulta

arc compared wit h calculat ions of H — V  energy tran sfer cr-oil sect Ions whi ch are bated on long-range

multipolar inter action s

I. INTRODUCTION action at near resonance . In the case of lid , despite
a larg e energy defect (789 crn~

t ) , large rate coeff icient s
The process of electronic to vibrat ional ( H —  V)  ene rg~’ which are ne .i r ly ind ependent of temp e r5*ture in the 300—

trans fer fro m halogen atoms in the ~~~~~~~ state to small 600 K range were measured. A curv e-cro SStn ~ mech-
molecules has recentl y attracte d considerab le atten-
tion , ‘ “  and a large numbe r of ra te coefficients have 

aflisin may be respons ibLe for ener gy t r ans fer  in this
Case .

been reported for H —  V energy trans fer fro m Br (4~P,,,)

and I(5 2P112 ) to diatomic and tr latomIc molecules . When In th is  contr ibution we describe fu r t he r  studies on the

the numbe r of vibrational quanta excited •s small , and Br —CO, svste ns . We have determined the te :np er ature

a itear resonant chamie t is avaUable, the process is of- dependetices of the quenching cross sections of ~ r by

ten fast , efficient , and mode specific. Thus , a numbe r “CO~ a nti ‘2 C0,. The mot ivat tot i (or these m easur e-

of molecular lasers based on such H— V energy tr ansfer met ’tts was to probe the importanc e of exact resonance
- 3

— processes from Br(4 ’P,, ,) . hereafter referred to as in governing the magnitude and the temperature vart .i-

Br , have been reported .t~~tt In cases where no reso - tion of the cross sections. Our resu lts are compared to

nant channels are available, the quenching rate coet- calculated energy transfer cross sections based on Loni -

fictents may stilt be high . However , no general trend s range multipo lar intera ction . Furthermore , m the case

have been observed and specific details of the potential of “dO, we have been able to determine the f r a c t i on  of

surface of the collision pair may determine the energy the quenching collisions which result in 
~~~ 

excitati on in

• transfer probability. Most experimental results have the 300— 525 I~ temperature range , thus establishing for

been discussed in terms of two possible mechanisms: the f i r s t  time the temperature dependence of .tn E —  V

long -range multipo lar interactions ’ ~~“ and nonadiabatic energ y transfer process.
curve crossing s . ~ Measuremen ts of the tem perature
dependence of the cross sections have proven to be very %% . EXPERIMENTA l.
useful itt elucidating mechanisms of V — V ener gy trans-
fer. ’ No such measurements have yet been reported In the present stud y we have used laser induced f lu-

for H —  V energy transfer . 
orescence to measure the quenching of Br ’ by “CO, and
13C02, by monitoring the molecuLar fluo rescence from

The tempe ratu re depe ndence of the quenching of the v3 mode . The experimental arrangement and p ro-
t (5 2p,12 ) by a number of collision part ners has been cedures have been described previously. ~ ,~~ Br iefly,
reported previousLy.” However , vibrational excita - Br’ was produc ed on a t ime scale which was short corn-
tion in the molecules was not detected in these expert- pared to that of the subsequent kinet ic processes by

ments and therefore the cont ribut ion of the H— V channel photolysis of Br , using the output from a pulsed dye I a-
to the total quenching is unkn own. icr (Chrornatix CMX -4 . 1— 4 mJ, 1~ Sec FW}IM) .it 490

In a preliminary communication , we have described tim. The dye laser bean i was divided by a beam spli t ter

measurements of the temperature dependenc e of the and directed simultaneously into two fluorescence cells ,

quenching of Br ’ by HC1 and CO2.~t For these two ~~~ 
one maintained at room tempera ture , and the other

tems H —  V energy transfer has been estab lished as a heated in an oven . ~‘ Gas mixtures conststing of Br ,.

major quench ing channel at room temperature. The CO,. and Ar we re irradiated by th e dye la ser ~n the f Lu-

quench ing of Br by CO. exhibits a negat ive temperature oreicenee cells , Time resolved fluorescenc e from the

dependence . a trend predicted for a long-range it iter- molecular species was collected w ith a 5 cm ~( t )  C.i F~
tens and directed throug h the appropriate interf erence
filters onto an lnSb detector. For quenching rate ~- oeI-

CRee.a rch supported by the U. S. A;my Researc h Office. fi cient n,easurements. a narrowband interference 1i~t”r
3.~
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FIG . 1. Typical data for lbs quenching of Br ’ by ‘2C02 sad “CO2 obtained by monitoring m’~ molecular fluorescence. Quenching
rats coe~ tct.M. were computed from the slope and the inte rcept of th. plots a. descr ibed tim the text. Typical pressures used
were: Br 2 .0. 2— l .5 torr , CO, 0.05—0. 5 torr . Ar: 10—30 torr. (a) 296’K and (b) 558 K.

centered at 4 .35 urn with a bandwidth of 0.24 ~im was Br’, and data reduction is straightforward . The Br’
used. For K— V rate coefficient measurements , where collisional lifetime is given , under our experim enta l
the entire vibrational band must be monitored, a combi- conditions , by
nation of two broadband filters giving a bandwidth of 1 

~~~~ 
k[ B V ) + k,[C0,] . (a)urn , centered at 4.4 urn , was used.

where k1 and k2 are the rate coefficients for the quen ch-Fluorescence signals were digitized and averaged
until S/N > 10 was obtained (usually between 8 to 256 ing of Br’ by Br2 and by “CO, or 13C0., respectively.

Dividing Eq. (2) by th~ total numbe r density . n = [CC),)pulses were required). +[Br ,J, we get
“CO, (Matheson , 99.995% mm .) and “CO, (Merck ,

Sharp, and Dohme, 95% C-l3) were subjected to re- (n1’a,. Yt  =(k , — k,)X~,0, + k, , (3)
peated freeze—pump—thaw cycles at 77 ‘K. In addition ,
the vacuum system was seasoned with “CO, for several where is the mole fraction of “CO, or “CO,. Th e
hours prior to its use. Ar and Br2 were purified as di- rate coefficients , k1, were determined at different tern-
scrthed previously. peratures fro m linear plots of (nr~,,)~ vs either

by extrapolating to X~~2 = I , or f rom the slope (k — k1)
and the intercept (ks). Examples of such plots are givenIII. RESULTS 
in Fig. 1 at 296 and 558~K. A portion of each sample - ‘

A. T~~ peratur. ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~ 
was di rected into the second cell maintained at rooni

of Br ’ by “CO, aid i3 C0 temperature and the room temperature rote coeff icient
was measured concomitantly to serve as a cheek on the

The rate processes which govern the rise and the purity of the samples.
decay ~( 1’CC), and “CC), v2 fluorescence are similar

• and have been discussed previously. $ The number den- Special attention has been paid to the room tempera ..
city of CO, molecules in the (001) state following produc ture rate coefficient for the quenching of Br’ by “CO..
tion of Br’ L a given by which has not been previously determined . The value

obtained f rom the plot in Fig. 1, corrected for the pres
(co,(0o1)J(e)~ ~~~~~~ [Br ]

~ onc e of 5% i’Co,, is (2.3*0. 1)l0 orf ’sec” , as corn-
— TCor i,,t t pared with a rate coefficient of (5.0 *0. 2)l0’sec” torr ’

for the quenching of Br’ by “CO,.
x 

~
exp( “ ( )L w A change In the temperature of the sample leads to aco,tISI)) ~~~~~~~1’

change in the average velocity of the molecules , ~, and
where 1~ , and are the collisiona l lifetimes of hence to a change in collision frequency. Thus , it is
Br’ and CO,(001), respect ively, [Br ’). is the number most germane to convert the measured rate coefficients
density of Br’ stoma at 0. k,,  is the rate coefficient into average cross sections (o = I’ ‘ T)  for the present dli-
for K— V energy transfer from Br’ to the v3 mode of cussion . The cross sections for the quenching of Br’
CO,. and the other symboLs have their usual meanings, by ~~CO, and t’CO1 over the temperature range 296 —
In our case re,. ‘~ ?oo,(,.,,. Thus , the rise of the mo- 600’K are summarized In Table I. The stati stical un-
lecular fluorescence curve reflects the quenching of certainties fro m repeated measurements ranged Iron ,
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H. Reisler and C. W;tt.g : Energy transfer from Br (4 ’P 112 ) tO CO ,

TALtL~ I. t$vttehti~g eruss s~vtl u ii~ ‘. 1 lir h’, F(’ CO~)/F (’’CO,) is accurate to :2O~, since the correc-
~~ j I ’CO~. tion fac tors used for the two molecules are very simi-

lar .i3co~T (‘K) ~ (Ai) 7’ rK) ~ (A :) The measurement o~ F~CO.) at the higher te mpera -
tu r e~ ij ivolv es additional complicat ions . The respuns -3,3  1 II , ~~ :~~s. I . •.1t• * II . l~ ivity of the detector has to be determined as a function3~4 3. 1 0.3 3~ *~ 1. ~ * 0..! of the ambient  temperature . This was accomplished by

3 .0 *0 .3 305 L . 4 ’ O ..! directing chopped 4.3 urn radia t ion (obtained from a
448 2. 7 *0 .3 4~4 1.3 *0. .! blackbody—narrow bandpass filter combination) through

500 2 .6 0.3 ~09 ~~. ~ U .  
the oven and monitoring Its intensity with the InSb de-
tector as the temperature of the oven was varied . It

2.4 *0. 4 356 1.2 +0 .2 was found that the detector respons ivity was constant
593 2.3 *0. 4 600 1.1*0. 2 over the temperature range 300—525 °K . In addition , at

high temperatures the InSb detector had to be located
‘Provious work : *7 (A ’) . . 3 . *0 . 2~. 15cm above the heated fluorescence cell in order to

keep it cool, In the case of “do,, this created a ser&-
ous probLem due to th e temp erature dependent seif-ab-

*5% at room temperature , to ± 15% at the highest tern - sorption of v~ fluorescence by air . Therefore , only re-
sults for “CO., whose v, fluorescence is not significant-perature. However, the freud of decreasing cross sec-

tions with increasing tern peratare was reproduci ble ~ 
Ly absorbed by the atmosphere , are reported . The pro- . -

cedure used in these exper in~er.ts was as follows. (oseve,) ’ instance.
mixtures containing Br, , “CO. , and Ar were first  ad-

From the intercepts of plots such as the ones shown mu ted into the two fluorescence cells at room tempera-
in Fig . 1 , the rate coefficients for the quenching of Br’ ture. The cells were irradiated strnulLrneouslv and the
by Br 3 can be obtained. Althoug h no special attention ~, fluorescence amputudes gener a ted in the two cells
has been devoted to this low •1~~ reg ion , rough analy- were compared . One cell was then heated to the de-
ses of the data indicate that the 4uench ,ng cross sec- sired temperature and the fluorescence intens ity ratio
tions of Br’ by Br 2 are only weakly dependent on ten s - between the two cells was measured a g.si n. The pro-
perature in the range 300—600 ‘K. cedure was repeated over a wide pressure range , main-

taining the same “CO. numbe r density in both cells .B. Absolute E- V rate coefficients for However , sinc e the absorption coefficient at line center
excitation of v, quanta. is temper ature dependent through its dependence on the - -

• 
- - The fraction of the quenching collisions that result in llnewidth . the observed intensity ratios were again I-

excitat ion of the v3 mode, F(CO,), has been obtained at plotted as a function of “CO. density and extrapolated
room temperature by companag the intensities of 13C0, to zero concentration. It was found that at the nsolecu-

‘ and “Cc), fluor escences with that of HC I fluorescence lar pressures used in this experiment (‘~ 150 mior t )  th e
intensity ratios we re independent of pressure .generated by energy transfer from Br’. Although the

method , which has been described in detail pr eviously, ~ Our results sho w that , within experimental error
is straightforward , and the scatter in th e data is usually (t20~ ), the fraction of the quenching collisions which
not larger than t l ()~ , great care should be exercised produce 1/~ excitation in “CO, is independent of tempera-
in eliminating possible systematic errors . The men- ture in the range 296— 52 5 ’K. ” The uncertainties quot-

— cured fluorescence intensities should be corrected for ed re flec t the scatter in the data at each temperature,
differences in detector response , filt er transmission , The observed average fractions obtained at d ifferent
radiative lifetimes , and self-absorption . This latter temperatures did not show any systematic trend .
phenomenon is the most difficult to estimate and there- Therefore , we feel that despite the rather la rg e scatter
fore It is imperative to work at low molecular concen- in the data , our results demonstrate that the fractions
trations in order to minimize its effects. In our experi - tha t go into i’~ 

excitat ion are indeed independent (with in
meats , CO2 pressures have been kept between 30 and *20%,) of temperature. Consequently, the temperature
100 mtorr and the CO, fluorescence is compared with dependence of the total quenching c ross section is sim-
tha t of the same pressure of HC 1. Equal Br , pressures lIar to that of the cross section for K —  V transfer to
have also been used In both mixtures . Under these cx- the v3 state , although the latter takes place only in about
perirnental conditions , a plot of l~a~02/I5~,) (where I is 5~~ of the quenching collisions .
the observed moLecular fluorescence amplitude) vs mo-
lecular pressure gives a straight line. Extrapolation to 

~, Calculation of K — V energy transf er crosszero molecular pressure gives fluorescence Intensity
sections due to Iong.range interactions.ratios corrected for self-abso rption which are then

used to estimate f(CO,). By tak ing F(HCI) = 0. 95 , ’ we The quenchi ng cross sections for Br’ by “CO. and
get F (”C02) ~~0. 42 and F(”CO,) = 0.50 , or P(”CO,/F “CO, exhib it negative temp erature depeadences , a trend

agreement with the value of 0. 4 obtained previously. $ Icr processes based on long-range nsultipoLar interac -
- I x(”CO ,)= 1.2 .  This value for F(” CO,) Is In very good predicted by the theory for near resonant energ y ir ons -

- —
~ Although the absolute values may be subject to system- tions . ~We have used an approximate version ~ this

atic errors as discussed befdre, we feel that the ratio treatment , based on the Sharma —B rou tre atm ent  sf
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o(7’)~ ~~~a,(T ) N,( T)  . (4)-44.0~~ 

~ where T is the temperature and N,( T)  i~ the relative
/

~ 0 
~ ~ ~ 

-, populat ion of the Jth rotationa l level in the ground vibra -

— 

0 o 
~ 

tionaL state at a temp erature T. The calculated cross
sections . a , thus obtained for K — V energy transfer
from Br’ to “CO, are presented in Fig. 2 along with the
experimental results, Considering the assumptions in-

- 
- 

_
~ herent in the theory and the approximations used in the

calculations , the agreement between th e calculated and
* the experimenta l results Is satisfactory, especially as0 2.0 -
— 

i - it correctly predicts the temperature depend ence. ItS
- should be emphasized , however , that whereas the ex-

— — S • per imentai curve gives the tota l quenching cross sec-U
tion , the calculated curve describes only the E —  V en-,n

‘I, ergy transfer channel to the (101) level of ‘3C0. .‘I,2 L 0 - . 1 3  
.Br • CO~:S Carrying out similar calculations for E — energy

- 
,.,, r . 2C0,:~~ - cap; Q-caIc. transfer from Br ’ to ‘3C0, yielded cross sections whi ch

were an order of magnitude smaller than the observed
values and showed a positive temperatur e dependence.

0.0 300 400 5CC IV. DISCUSSION
T (°K)

Our results show that the quenching cross sections ofFIG. 2. Cross sections for the quenching of Br ’ ~~~~~ Br by ~CO. and “CO2 exhibit similar negative temper-uCO. ( .~~)  and °CO~ •) over the enipu r~tna re range .~u6.buO K.
Probabilities may be obta ined by div id i ng by the gas kinet ic ature dependences (Fig. 2) . However , the cross sec-
cross sectiofl, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ where ,I~, ~ d~ r~~3. ’ O  A , and tions for quenching by “CO. are larger than those for
dco, 4. 0 A. The calculated cross sections (or the £ — V energy the case of 13C0, by more than a factor of 2. At room tern -
transfer chan nel for ‘ CO. a re given by the open circles lace perature , about hal f of the quenching collisions give rise to
teXt) . excitation of the v 3 mode in both molecules , and tht s I ra e-

tion remains the same for “CO 2 at higher temperatures. J~.
Thus , the probability for E — V energy transfer from

V— V energy t ransfer , 23 to see if this simple theory can Br’ to the i’~ mode of “CO. has a negative tempe rature 
- -

account for our experimental observations . For the dependence as well . Based on the similarities between
Br’ —CO, case , the first  nonvanishing terns in the multi-  the 13r’— ’2 C0, arid the 13r” — ’3C02 systems in all respects
polar expansion of the interaction potential is due to the except the magnitude of the cross section . it is probable
dipole—quadrupole interaction . The rms , angle-aver- that the E —  V ener gy tr ansfer channel in “CO. exhib its
aged for m of this potential ’1 was used in our calcula- a negative temperature dependence similar to that of
tions. The integrated absorption (or the ( 101)— (000) “CO2.
transition of ‘2CO3” was used to estimate the transition
dipole moment ((u) 2 

= 9. 4 l0~~ stat C 2 cm2), which was In separate experiments it has been shown” that the

assumed to be the same for ‘2 C03 and “CO, The Iran - process Br ’ + “C02 (000) — Br + “CO2 ( lO l )  is a major
quenching channel. Assuming tha t an analogous process - 

-

sition quadrupoLe moment of Br — Br’ was taken from
Garstang” ((q) 3 =2.83 l0~ ’ esu’ cm 4) . First order per- is impo rtant in the quenc hing of Br’ by “CO.. the ener-

gy defects associated with the E— V transfer channelsturbat lon theory was used to estimate the probabilities 
in both systems are very similar , being. — 30~~andof K— V energy transfer , P (.~ E . b , v) (where b is the 
+ 52 cm ’ ‘° for “CO. and “CO.. respectively . However ,Impact parameter and v is the relative veloc ity), for if we take into account the Boltzmann distribution oft ransitions Involving A.I= *1 which are dipole allowed. rotational levels within the CO, ground state and as-To obtain the cross sections , a,(A E, v) , the calculated sume , in accordance with the long-range multipolar in-probabilities were integrated over Impact parameters , teraction theory, that those J Levels for which the ener-b. In the region d<b< ’o (the collision diameter d= -~

)( (d ,. + d~03
) = 3.8 A”) the Integral was evaluated cx- ~~ defect is minimized have a dominant contribution to

the cross section arid that only transitions with .~J= *1actly followi ng Gait . ’ In the region 0 < b < d i t  was as- are allowed, then the number of near resonant channelssumed tha t P(b , v) = P (d, v) . The probabilities should is larger for “CO, than it is for “CO2 . This effect isalso be properly averaged over the velocity distribution , illustrated schematically in Fig. 3 where the relativeHowever , fo r the purpose of our calculations we simply
used the average thermal velocities ~ = (8kr/~ U)’ / 2 , 

intensities of the possible vibration rotation transitions

where V is the reduced mass and k is the Boltz nsann are plott ed as a function of the transition energy. For
example , transitions involving the most populated rota-constant.
tional Level at T = 600 ‘K (J= 24) are only 8 cm~ away

Due to the Boitzmann distribution of rotational Levels fro m resonance for “CO, whereas the analogous nun s -
in the ground state of CO 2. eaeh observed cross section ber for “CO2 is 35 cm ’. A possible explanation for
Is , in effect , given by a suni over rotation al levels , J. the difference in cross sections between “CO ? and “Co.
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We would like to point out that although the total4 3800

L intensity 

. 

than that by ‘2 C02, the fraction of the quenching colli-
quenching &‘:ite coefficient of Br’ by “CO, is smaller

4 
______________ sions that goes into &‘~ excitation is very similar for

both cases . Thus , the mode specificity of the energy
transf er process has been retained . A simila r phenom-3h153700

p685 

— 

is the dominant channel in both cases, despite a much

enon has been observed for the near resonant i f —  V en-
ergy transfer from I’’

~

nd Br’5 to 11,0. i f— V transfer

3633 tern than for the Br’ — 11,0 system. It should also be
10 1) - smaller quenching rate coefficient for the I’— H,O sys-

3600~ 
(021)

~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ v 
r 

noted tha t about haU of the quenching collisions in the
ç Br’—CO, syste m proceed via channels other than cxci-

• tation of the v3 mode. At present we do not know the
nature of the other deactivation channels since inuorma-
tion concerning E — V excitation of the other n~,rmal

3500 - 102U modes Is not yet available ,3527
Comparison with other K— V energy transfer process-

“CO2 “CO2 es such as deactivation of Br’ by ~~~~ and HF ’ suggests
that long-range multipolar Interactions can account for

3400 — -__________ ________ the experimental observations for these near resonant
channels as well. However , aw ay from resonance otherFIG . 3. Pa rtIal energy I~vuI diagr un a of ‘~CO. and ‘CO. ShOW- collision mechanisms should probably be invoked to cx-i ng molecula r vibratIonal levels which are near the Br elec - plain the observed deactivation rates and their depen-ironic state at 3685 cm ”. The relat ive intensities, at room

temperature , of possible rotational tr ansit ions watia ~~~~ ~fl dence on temperature . In the case of quenching of Br’
the 4101) — (000) vib rational band as a (unction of frequency, by HCI for example , the mode specificity of the energy
arc indicated schematically. A l3olt znaann distr ibution of ro- transfer process and the large tale coefficients and their
ta t ional levels In the ground state uas assumed. Spectro scopic temperature dependence 21 are cons istent with a nonadia-
constants wore taken fro m llefs. ~3 and 24. The relative linc battc curve crossing mechanism , The very wealt tern-
~nWnsities inc rease in the direction indicated by the ar row . perature dependence observed in this work (or the de—

activation of Br ’ by Br, may be explained in terms of
quenching via collision complex formation , as suggestedmay thus Involve the difference in the numbe r of part ic- by Hofmann and Leone, U

ipating channels.

The quenching c ross sections of Br’ by “CO2 and V. CONCLUSIONS
I3~~~3 exhibit negative temperature dependences , a trend The excitations of the i 3 modes of “CO. and “CO, viapredicted by the long-range nsultipolar interaction theory 

£ V e,aergy transf er from Br’ are fast , mode specificfor a near resonant energy transfer process . Our ap- energy tran sfer  processes. About half of the quenchingproximate calculations based on this theory show that collisions produce excitation of vibrational modes con-whereas satisfactory agreement is obtained for the case tam ing i’, quanta in both molecules. However , “CO, isof “CO,, the theory predicts a nonresonant behavior for about twice as efficient as “CO, in quenching Br ’. Thethe Br’— ”CO, case , i .e . ,  small cross sections and 
~ cross sections have a negative dependence on tempera-

positive temperature dependence. Evidently, for the tu re for both molecules , a trend typical of a near reso-
• less resonant case of “CO2 . the theory cannot adequate- nant , Long-range interaction . A simple i f —  I’ energyly describe the experimental results , It appears that transfer theory based on long-range n iultipolar interac-the system can accommodate larger energy disc repan- tions gives satisfactory agreement with the experimentaldes than suggested by the simple theory. This may results for the Br’— ”CO, system , while a modified ver-occur either through inclusion of higher nsultlpoles sion might be needed to account for the experimental ob-which allow transitions with AJ> ± 1, or through cou- servatlons in the case of “CO,.- 

- pling of rotation to translation , as has been suggested
for V— V energy transfer. ” U we include the next pos- Our results , as well as the results of other investi-
sible transitions (those involving ~J= *3 which are gators , indicate that in near resonan t K — V energy
octupole aliowed) the niambe r of near resonant channels tran sfe r processes involving halogen atoms in the P1, 3

-
- 

- in “CO, becomes comparable to that in “CO, and a neg- state , long-range multipo lar interactions are of major
ative temperature dependenc e is obtained , The transi- importance.
tion moments may be smaller than those for ~J= ± 1
transitions , thus accounting for the smaller cross see - ‘R J. Donovan, D. Il usj ifl , and C. D, Stevens In . Trans.lions observ ed for ‘3C0,. It must be borne in mind , Fa~~day ~~ e . 66. .~~4’a 11970).however , that for these shorter range collisions several 2s. It . L~onc and F. 3. tVoda rc.~yk . J. (-‘hem. Phvs . 80. 314

- 
- 

- of the assumptions inherent in the tre atment of nsu lti- 41974)
polar Interactions by f i rs t  order ,perturb ation theory are ‘F, J . ~\ ‘iLIr, .-y IS . i i , i I  I’ . 13. S;,rkctt . Chvm , Phv ~ . 12.

- 
- no longer j ust ifIed . 4197 ’,),

- !  38
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Xq COLLISIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER FROM 1 2 (B 3110u +) TO C02
B

MA. Capote, H. Reisler , and C. Wittig
Department of Chemis try ,

University of Southern California - —

Los Angeles , California 90007
I i

ABSTRACT

Electronic to vibrational energy transfer from I2(B
3flo~

+)

to the v3 vibrat ional moc~e of CO2 is reported. Only 4±2% of

the collisions in which CO2 quenches Iz(B
3T[o~

+) result in C02(v3)

excitation. This efficiency does not vary markedly  w ith

excitat ion wave length in the region 575-620 nm , suggesting the

absence of resonant contributions to the quenching process.

aRese~ rc}t supported by the U.S.  Army Research O f f i c e  under
Grant No. DAAG29-76-G-0124 , and by the 1)onors of the Petroleum
Research Fund , adminis tered by the American Chemical Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quenching of electronically excited diatomic halogens ,

which is of ten accompanied by dissociation of the excited

molecule , has recently been the subject of considerable research)~~
’3

The collisional redistribution of energy within the electronically

excited vibration-rotation manifold has been studied in the

cases of Br2
)”2 

~~~~~ 
BrC1,8 and BrF . 9 In the case of 12(8

3
110u+)

(referred to hereafter as 12*) collisional quenching cross sec tions

have been measured in both steady state3 5  and time resolved~
’0

experiments.  These studies have demonstrated that  the quenching

cross sections vary markedly with  exci tat ion energy as well  as the

quenching species involved. A simple model which invokes Van der

Waals forces between 12* and the quenching species is in very

reasonable agreement with these data.
12 Not surpris ingly however ,

the quenching cross sec t ions for molecules  are consis tently larger

than for atom s even though the Van der Waals model does not predict f
this difference.

14 Addi tional energy disposal channels which becorie

available via the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom of

molecules may account in part for this difference.

Although studies of the collisional quenching of electronicall y

excited atoms by molecules have demonstrated that such quenching is

often characterized by high electronic to vibrational (E+V ) energy

transfer efficiencies )’5”1’
7 the disposal of excited state energy

via the quenching of electronically excited diatornic molecules has

rece ived little attention . Only recently, have Hsu and Lin 1’
~

’ shown tha t

in the quenching of 12* and ICl~ by GO , vibration al excitation of CO is

a minor quenching channel. In the present communication , E”V energy
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transfer from 12
* to the mode of CO2 is reported. The E~V

transfer efficiency was determined by comparing the amount of CO2
containing one quantum of V

3 
excitation , hereafter referred to as

C02(V 3), that results from the quenching of 
~2 

by CO2. with the

amount of CO2(~3) produced from the quenching of Br(4
2P

½
),

hereafter referred to as Br*, by CO2.15 Our experiments show

that only 4±2% of the collisions in which CO2 quenches 12*

result in excitation of a quantum of v3 vibration in CO2.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in

fig. 1. The fluorescence cell and vacuum system were described

elsewhere) ’Sa A f lashlamp pumped dye laser (Chromatix  CMX -4 ,

1.0 ps FWHM , — 3 cm ’1’ FWHM) was used to produce 12*.
Time resolved C02 (v

3) fluorescenc e was monitored at right angles to

the laser beam with a large area InSb photovoltaic detector (ips

risetime). To minimize self-absorption of the fluorescence , the

laser beam was situated as close to the cell’s window as possib le.

An interference filter was used to isolate C02(v3) fluor esc ence

at the detector. Digital signal averag ing was used to obtain

signal to noise ratios >10. The laser energy was

monitored simultaneously with the fluorescence signal with a

photodiode which had been calibrated against a thermop ile. In

order to assure the reproduceability of the laser energy measure-

merits , the laser beam was diffused prior to detection , Typically,

the pulse to pulse variation in laser energy was <±10%. Signal

averaged CO2 fluorescence signals were reproducible to within ±5%.

Gases were premixed before introduction into the cell. 12

was maintained in a sidearm connected to the mixing bulb and its



--

- 
. 7

pressure was determined from the temperature of the sidearm.

The cell and vacuum system we-re seasoned with the appropriate

halogen before experiments . CO2 and Br 2 were purified as

described previousiy.]sa Reagent grade 12 was purified under

vacuum by distillation and fractionation at room temperature .

To measure the amount of energy absorbed by I2~ 
a 49 cm cell ,

to which a cold finger had been attached , was employed. The

laser beam was passed through this 12 vapor fil led ce ll, and

the laser energy was monitored with a photodiode .

I I I .  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION r
Details of the kinetics which describe the quenching of

electronically excited species by CO 2 have been published

elsewhere).Sa 12* is produced only during the laser pulse , and

is removed via several processes , one of which is collisional

energy transfer to CO2 with concomitant excitation of the V 3

v ibra t ion .  The predominant  mechanism whereb y 12* is quenched

by CO2 is known to produce two ground state iodine atoms)’
3 In

this case , since the photon which produces 12* is .~.l6 ,0O0 cm ”1’

and the dissociation energy to form two ground state iodine atoms

is 12,450 cm ”1’, the excess energy is sufficient to excite only

• one 
~~~~~ 

quantum in CO2. Considering the small fraction of col1i~~ions

which excite V
3 

vibra t ions in C02, the quenching of 12* by C02,
produc ing I 2 (X ~~~ ) and C0 2 (mnp) wi th  p>l , cannot  be ruled o u t .

The t ime  vary ing  concentra t ion  of C02(v 3
) can he descr ibed in

a st r a i g h t f o r w a r d  r n a n n e r , lSa Since the 12 * r a d i a t i v e  l i f e t i m e  1 ~s ,

the C0 1(v 3) c o n c e n t r a t i on  is charac te r i zed  by a r i se t ime  <1 ~is ,
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followed by a much slower decay . At high CO2 pressures (e.g. 100

torr) almost all of the quenching of 12* is via collisions with

CO2 molecules and other quenching processes do not play an

important role. At these pressures, radiation from the 001 state

of CO2 is almos t comple tely trapped, so that photons which arrive

at the detector emanate from a state that is not connected to 000.

The most likely candidate is 011 , but other states such as 021 and

101 may also contribute. For the purposes of our measurements ,

it is not necessary to monitor 001 directly since we compare

intensities measured at the same CO concentrations . In our2
experiments , species such as C02(mnp) undergo very rapid energy

transfer processes , in which v3 quanta are preserved. These

processes occur instantly on the time scale of interest)’9 At

t>2 ~.&s , [C02(v 3)] is given by

[C0 2 (v 3) ] ( t )  ~~ [12 *10 e
t

~~
T (1)

where [12*10 is the concentration of 12* produc ed by the laser
pulse , t is the lifetime of C02 (v3), and k 2 and are ra te

coefficients for the collisional processes

k
12* + CO2 —.-

~~
.-‘ CO 2 (v 3) + 21 (or 

~~ 
(2)

12* + CO2 ~~ C02 (all states) + 21 (or 12) (3)

Implicit in (2) , is that processes wh ich produ ce C02(mnp) transfer
• vibrational energy efficiently but preserve v3 exc itation . Since the

fluor escence signal is propor t ional to [C02 ( v . . ) J .  an e x t r a p o l a t i o n
gives

I~ 2*(0) ~ C[C02(v3))(0) — C[12*) 0 p’
2 (4)
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where I~ 2* is the fluorescence signa i , C is a constant , and

F
~

2 •k ,/k3 is the probability of exciting a v 3 quantum in an 12* 
- CO 2

co l l i sion . W i t h i n  exper imen ta l  u n c e r t a i n t y ,  s e l f - a b s o r p t i o n  of

C02(v 3) fluorescence was found to be constant over the range

of pressures emp loyed, thus allowing self-absorption to be

incorporated into the constant C.

We find in our experiments that J~~ *(Q) depends on the

wavelength of the 12* excitation. In tuning the dye laser

through the region 575-620 nm , we observe eleven C02 (v )
fluorescence signal maxima which correspond , within experimental

uncertainty , to the locations of 
~2 

absorption bands)’0 The most intense

C02 (v 3) fluorescence occurs with the dye laser tuned to 591.7 nm. r

This excitation wavelength was chosen for comparison with the

Br * + CO sys tem .2
To e l imina te  the need to determine C, which

includes the detector sensitivity, filter response , C02 (v 3)
1*self-absorption , etc., values of I~,2 (0) can be compared to

similar values obtained from the quenching of Br* by CO2. An

equation similar to eq. (4) can be written from a consideration

of the kinetics of Br* + CO2. and this equat ion can be comb ined

with  eq. (4) yielding :

* 112*(o) (Br *~0 Br*F 2  — 
~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~, 

(5)
~~ (0) (12*1 0 ~~

where I~~ *(0) is the fluorescence signa l (extrapolated to t-0)

for Br * + C02, [Br *] 0 is the concentration of Br* produced by

the laser pulse , and ~~~~ the probability of transferring a

quantum in a Br * - CO2 collis ion , is taken as unity .20 EBr *1o can
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be determined from published Br2 absorption coefficients
21 and

22
the efficiency of Br* formation.

The absorption of the laser beam by 
~2 does not fo l low the

Beer-Lambert law in the region 575- 620 nm.23 ’ 24 For our ’ —

purposes ‘~2~~O 
could be determined from an empirical

function of the variables which affect absorption , A(Ap[I 2)~
L
~
Ptotai)~

so that

[12 )0 
— [cn> t) A( A

~
[I2J~

L
~
Ptotai) ~~~ (6)

where is the time integrated photon density in the laser

beam, L is the length of the absorbing medium , 
~tota1 

is the

total pressure in the cell which includes absorbing and non-

absorbing (but line broadening) species , and f 1~~ , the efficiency

of forming I2*~ — 0.9”g~~ at~ 59l.7 nm.
23 Ideal ly , A should be

determined in the fluorescence cell using the actual  experimental

pressures and path lengths . However , the absorption under these

conditions was too small to be measured reliably. Therefore, the

dependence of A at 591.7 nm on the product (L)[12] was measured

using the 49 cm cell , and A was extrapolated to the fluorescence

cell (L)(12] values. These data are shown in fig. 2. Because of

the small amount of absorption , there is large uncertainty (±40%)

in the values of A obtained by this extrapolation . As fig. 3

demonstrates, pressure broadening did not have a significant effect

on A at CO2 pressures up to 100 torr.

Sixteen values of I~~ (0) and I~~*(O) were obtained at CO2
pressures ranging from 65 to 100 torr . Using eq. (5), these data

gave ~~~~ — 0.04±0.02 at 591.7 run.
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The cross section for the quenching of 12* by CO2 is known

to increase by almost a factor of two as the wavelength increases from

530 nm to 620 nm. In order to estimate the wavelength dependence
1 *  1 *of FA Z , values of ~ 2 (0) were obtained for each of the elevenV3 V3 - -

C02 (v 3) f luorescence maxim a . By n o r m a l i z i n g  the l i te r a t u r e

values of the wavelength dependence of the 12 absorption coefficient
23

to the value of A we obtained at 591.7 nm , the waveleng th dependence

of A was obtained. From this approximate wavelength dependence

of A , and the value of F12* obtained at 591.7 nm , the wavelength

dependence of F~~* shown in fig. 4 was obtained . Fig. 4

indicates that there is not a marked wavelength dependence of

~17
V 3 .

The data indicate that E-~.V energy transfer to the v3 mod e

of CO2 is not a major channel in the quenching of 12* by CO2. If

quenching collisions simply !nduce a non-ad iabatic transition to

a dissociative 12 potential surface , then vibrational excitation of

CO2 will be small. Such vibrational excitation may be mode

specific in the sense that certain collision geometries may

facilitate the non-adiabatic transition , and therefore , forces on

the CO2 molecule will be directed so as to excite specific normal

modes. Also , vibrational modes with weak restoring forces will be

an easier prey to the external forces on the CO2 molecule than

those modes with stronger restoring forces. A measurement of v,

excita tion in CO2 as a consequence of 12* quenching may il lumina te

this point, but this is a rather difficult experiment.

In the present investigation , the precision of the f luorescence

signal comparison method for obtaining E-~V energy transfer
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efficiencies was limited primarily by .the uncertainty in the

absorpt ion of 12• This large uncertainty did not affect the

major conclusions , however , s ince only a very small amount of

energy was found in the V 3 mode. The intensity comparison

method is easily adaptable to many other systems making it

possible to obtain energy transfer

efficiencies for systems which are characterized by fas ter

rise times than the detection system can discern . The only

requirement is that a value of F,~, be known for another sys tem

employing the same quencher.

The authors are indebted to Eric Weitz for illuminating

discussions regarding self-absorp tion.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Schematic drawing of the experimental arrangement: D-diffuser ,

PD-photodiode , InSb - infrared de tec tor .

2. 
~2 

absorption at 591.7 nm vs. optical density. Absorption

is defined as (outgoing energy)! (incoming energy). The

square datum is the average of the data shown in Fig. 3. The

fluorescence experiments were performed in the region (L)[I,]

— 0.2-0.3x10 7 mole/cm2. The dashed lines indicate the large

uncertainty in the slope (±40%).

3. Absorption vs. CO2 pressure at (L)[12]=1O
7 mole/cm 2. Here the

total pressure is approximately the pressure of CO2. The error

bar shown is typical.

4. Dependence of F
~
2 on excitat ion wavelength . The error bar

shown is typical.
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